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INTRODUCTION 
INTRODUCTION 
In presenting a History of Religious Education it must first of 
all be determined what religious education is. Dewey says that education 
is "The continuous reconstruction of experience , with a growing sense of 
social values and increasing control over the processes of one's own ex -
1 
• II per~ence • In religious education, then, reconstruction of religious 
experience must take place accompanied by a growing sense of spiritual 
values and a growing control over the processes of religious experiences • 
.A..ccording to Dr. Walter S . Athearn, the introduction of this control into 
experience is in terms of reJ.igious ideals. 
The aim of teaching religion is not only to impart fruitful 
knowledge in the form of religious truths, but to establish right attitudes, 
which are expressed in the conduct of daily life. It is difficult to bring 
about this reconstruction of experience. Religion cannot be taught in the 
sense of insuring that the individual wiJ.l appropriate the spiritual values 
which come through dependence on and cooperation with God. But religious 
education can impart religious knowledge and develop religious attitudes, 
which should serve as drives to conduct. 
In religious education , as in all education, the sub,ject matter 
was long mistaken for the end of instruction. This is something far 
different from the development pf the religious consciousness as Betts ar~ 
Hawthorne show: 
11 Without attempting any formal definition, we may say that 
religion is primarily a way of life ; and a man's life •••• 
'consisteth not in the abundance of the things which he 
posses seth 1 • The means are not to be confused with the 
end. The possession of materials from the Bible, catechism, 
or creed may or n~y ~ot result in religion, that is, in 
transformed lif'e; the~ are the means, the des ired way of 
living is the end." -
1 . Betts, G. H. and Hawthorne, M. 0 . , 11Method in Teaching Religion" ,p.22. 
2. Ibid., pp. 21-22. 
(7) 
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Through the greater part of the pages which follow we see that 
the subject matter to be t aught rather than the individual has been the end 
of education. The means has been confused :with the end. All through the 
nineteenth century education centered on the materials primarily and only 
secondarily on the child. In religious education the catechism and the 
Bible were taught, but often the spiritual need of the pupil was neglected. 
In later Sunday school history ·with the introduction of graded instruction 
and departmente.l worship we see an increasing emphasis placed on the 
individual pupil as the end in education. 
This account begins with Jewish education, which stressed to such 
an extreme degree formal education in the Je11ish law. The Christian 
religion developed frori1 the life and teachings of a great Teacher, who came 
to show men hov• to live in harmony with God 1 s will. After Christianity 
established a foothold, the subject matter of all education was at first 
largely religious. 
With the Protestant Reformation only the religious education 
carried on by the Protestant Church, aside from the work of the Jesuits, 
has been considered. After the state took over general education, leaving 
religious education to the Church, the latter lagged behind secular educa-
tion. In the development of the modern Sunday School movement religious 
education, after winning a place for itself' in the program of the Church, 
is today taking a .place in our educational system. 
There is evidence in the increasing interest in religious educa-
tion that the Church is coming to realize with Henry F. Cope that 11We cannot 
have the :Kingdom until men learn the life of the Kingdom ; it can come only 
as they a.re trained in its ways and inspired with its ideals." 
I. JEWISH EDUCATION 
ORIGIN OF JIDVISH SCHOOLS 
~ben the Jews return from the Babylonian Captivity, they realized 
that the strength of their nation must depend on its moral integrity rather 
than on military strength, and that this moral unity must be · attained by train-
ing children and youth in the Jewish traditions. The leaders, knowing 
that the parents could not be depended on to give this instruction, pro-
vided training and made it compulsory. Instruction began in great open-
air Bible classes, which were extended to villages and country . As the 
Jews had brought back from Babylon the idea of institutions for higher 
learning , they soon opened schools in connection with their synagogues. 
Lectures and expositions of the Scriptures were given here in addition 
to the regular services, or they may have been held in an adjoining 
"house of learning" (Acts 19:19). 
Some of these schools were being carried on at the time of 
Christ . The school of Tyrannus was likely patterned after the Greek 
"Gymnasia". From the New Testament we have evidence that there were 
other schools . Jesus was fotmd in the temple "sitt ing in the midst of 
the doctors". Paul received his training in the Jewish law e.t the feet 
of Gamaliel. 
In the schools of Gamaliel, Hillel, and ShaiillTW.i , the Mishna was 
taught before the fall of Jerusalem, in 70 A. D. The Mishna. , which was 
the precepts of tradition, extended back several centuries before Christ. 
After Jerusalem was destroyed Rabbi Johanan ben Zakkai, who was in fe.vor 
with Vespasie.n, obtained permission to establish a school of Jewish le.w, 
which 'VIS.s established at Jabneh, or Jamnia, near Joppa. The great teacher 
here was Rabbi Abba ~ab, who had a school of 1200 students. Here the 
final development of the tradition of the law was begun , and Jews all over 
(10) 
t he wor]d sent their sons to study in this school. In the same school , 
which was later located in Babylon, the Talmud proper was produced. 
E;tviPHAS I S PlACED ON TRAINING THE YOUNG 
Extracts from the Talmud show the emphasis placed on the proper 
t raining of the Jewish chi ldren. 
"He who has learned and does not imoart his knowledge unto others 
disregards the Word of God". ~ 
" The instruction of children should not be inter rupted, even for 
the purpose of building a Holy Templ e". 
Jos ephus writes, 
"Our principal care of al l is this, to educate our children v7ell , 
and we think it to be the most necessary business of our whole 
life, to observe the laws that have been g iven us , and to keep 
these rules of piety that have been delivered do'm to us". 
There had existed among the Jews for a number of centuries 
private schoo1s, prophet schoo1s, academies of learning, and s~magogues. 
In the last quarter of their existence as a nation there was founded a 
school system for all boys, which was a public schoo1 system, maintained 
at public expense. Women were included in the educational provisions 
and were to hear the reading of the Megilla , which included the Song of 
Solomon , Ruth, Lament ations, Ecclesiastes, and Esther . No evidence has 
been dis covered that women were excluded from the general reading and 
study of the Law. 
Although the teacher in the Jewish School sometimes served with-
out pay, his o.f'i'ice was hie;hly respected. "He who instructs a child is 
as if he had created it, 11 Peters 1 po.ge 161. From this same aut hor we 
have, 
11 You should revere the teacher even more than the father . The l atter 
only brouijht you into the world, the former indicates the way into 
the next . 
11 
In Tract Derech Eretz - Zuta. (IX,23) we have a descripti on of the 
ideal teacher, 
11 The f ollowing fifteen customs are ascribed to the sages: He is 
pleasant in entering, and so also when leaving; is prudent in his 
fear for Heaven; versed in wis dom; wise in his ways, has a good 
conception , a retentive memory, is clear in his answers , questions 
to the point and answers according to the Law; he learns something 
new from every chapter taught to him; he is going to the wise; he 
learns for the purpose of teaching it and performing it. 11 
NATURE OF JEWISH INSTRUCTION 
The.most intense application was required of the pupils, as 
well as inexhaustible patience from the teacher . Teaching was by rote 
and consisted of rehearsing and memorizing a lesson aloud. A pupil who 
abandoned his studies e.fter once engaging in them was to receive no share 
in the world to come. It is related that Rabbi Perida had to rehearse 
a lesson four hundred times before the pupil comprehended it , and on one 
occasion when a pupil was distracted this same rabbi repeated the lesson 
a second four hundred times. "A master is bound to rehearse a lesson 
to his pupil four times" is ·the rule given in Tract Eiruvin, Her shon , 
seventy- three, twenty-six . It was only after a boy had fe.iled, following 
several years of effort, that he was discouraged from going on with h is 
stud ies. 
It was in the home that education began, and parents were held 
responsible that the education of their children did not cease until they 
reached manhood. Children wer e required to obey their parents and show 
them the deepest respect. "A child must not contradict his father , and 
when he names him, he must use a term of respect, such as 'my honored 
father"', Peters, p. 67. The father was also required to teach his sons 
a trade. In Peter:> again we find, 11 He who teaches his son no trade is as 
if he taught him to steal". 
12 
In the JeYiish elementary schools the subjects studied were 
reading , writing, counting, the history of the Chosen People, the poetry 
of the Psalms, the Law of the Pentateuch, and part of the Talmud. The 
child was taught the Law of his fathers, trained to make holine ss a rule 
of his life and to subordinate his will to that of the one God. He was 
commanded to revere his teachers and uphold the traditions of his own 
people . 
THE JEWISH SECONDARY SC HOOL AND COLLEGE 
1'he Jewish secondary school was known as Bet-ha-Midrash, the 
' house of study ', or 'house of learning '. The pupils in this school 
ranged in age from about ten to fourteen years. In this school there 
seems to have been a choice of teachers for in Tract Aboth (IX,20) we 
read, "It is a duty to study under three masters ---. Because thou 
canst not know which master's teaching will remain with thee, or perhaps 
all are good". Jerusalem had a noted high school in the temple hall, 
the Bet-ha.-Midrash-ha - gadol , where advanced pupils were allowed to enter 
into discussions of the Law and the Mishna. This was probably visited 
by the boy Jesus when he wa.s twe lve years old (Luke 2). 
Advanced students who had finished the Torah and Mishna besides 
elementary studies in other branches met in the college. The pupils 
here were from fifteen to eighteen or twenty years old. As the Talmud 
speaks o£ these £requently there was probably one in each larger city . 
The academy seems to have been Confined to schools in the great educa-
tiona l centers. "In the college the most scholarly has preference to 
age ," Tract Baba Bathra XIV , 236. In the college religious studies were 
given first place. 
RESULTS OF J IDVI SH EDUCAT ION 
Although the Jews were scattered to s.ll le.nds after the de-
13 
struction of Jerusalem, in 70 A.D., still they have managed to keep up 
the training of the rabbis and the instruction of the young in the law. 
Today they furnish an example of a people who have maintained their 
homogeneous character without a national existence. 
The results of this teaching are found in the respec t shown 
by ~he Jews for their women, their kind treatment of children, and their 
reverence for parents. Although the method was largely memoriter, formal, 
and stereotyped , it afforded greater development of personality than the 
other Oriental nations and has led to the expression of man 1 s highest re-
ligious conceptions. 
According to Davidson there ·were four valuable results of Jewish 
education: (1) taste for close, critical study; (2) sharpening of the wits; 
(3) reverence for the law and des ireable social conduct; and (4) a powerful 
bond of union. "Only the third and, to some extent, the fourth", he says, 
1 
"were products of Hebrew, as distinguished from later ,Jewish education". 
Jewish education had the advantage of being a household education and had the 
ideal of a national system of education. 
Having considered the advantages of Jewish education and realizing 
it is unfair to compare Hebrew formal education with our present educational 
system, we must, h~•ever, recognize its defects. It carried the concept of 
the subjection of the human spirit to absolute Law. External observances 
were given prominence in this idea of religion as a contract between God and 
man . The universal conception of God as Creator, Preserver, and Father is 
higher than any other of the time . "But at this point all true progress of 
the intellect and imagination ended. The scientific and dramatic spirit were 
alike alien to the Jew. He imbibed both from other races. The Judaic theory 
of life required also that the past should be all in all. The spiritual 
l. Maynard, John A., "A Survey of Hebrew Education", p. 53. 
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unity of the race was doubtless thereby secured, but at an enormous sacrifice ." 
1 
1. Laurie S. S . "Historical Survey of Pre-Christian Education", p. 98. , ' 
II. INSTRUCTION OF EAR LY CHRISTIANI TY 
JESUS AS A TEACHER 
Jesus himself no doubt received his early training in one of 
these synagogue schools at Nazareth. In Luke 2:42-47, he is represented 
as participating in one of the most advanced schools of his time. The 
Sanhedrin , which sat as a court of appeal during the day, would come out 
on the terrace of the temple on Sabbaths and feast-day s to teach. Here 
we find Jesus, "both hearing them, and asking them questions" . The knowl-
edge which he disple.yed on this occasion amazed those who heard. 
In the ministry of Jesus, he revealed his skill as a teacher. 
He worked in the synagogue or with the street and working group, adapting 
his teaching to conditions as he found them. Rejecting the letter of 
the old Hebrew moral law, which kills the spirit, Jesus put a new emphasis 
on the importance of huw~n personality in relation to God and gave men 
hope for a future life. Because of his close contact with a sma.ll band 
of followers, he sent a group of persevering teachers out to continue his 
work. 
TEI.CHING OF THE APOSTLES 
The teaching method of Jesus was carried on by the apostles. 
At Corinth Paul 11 reasoned in the synagogue every Sabbe.th, and persuaded 
Jews and Greeks ." In the house of Titus, after he had come into con-
flict with the Jews over his testifying 11 that Jesus was the Christ", he 
remained "a year and six months, teaching the word of God among them". 
Later in his hired house in Rome, Paul instructed groups of inquirers 
who came to him. Many other examples of t his teaching work of the early 
apostles might be cited. 
THE CATECHETICAL SCHOOL 
From the Jews early Christianity borrowed the provision for in-
struct ion in the home and in the synagogue schools. 
(17) 
Gatherings of con-
verts met in homes, in secret meeting places, such as deserted quarries, out 
under the stars, or in the catacombs, to sing hymns and read the letters 
of the apostles. Children were with their parents, and the whole family 
was expected to adhere to the new fa.i th, which their parents had accepted. 
The early Christians continued to send their children to the 
synagogue schools until persecution drove them away. The first regular 
Christian school developed at Alexandria, where the Christians had their 
theology suffused with Greek thought. A theological or catechetica.l 
school was gradually organized at this center, whose purpose we.s to counter-
act the heathen schools and afford higher instruction for Christian teachers 
and leaders . By 203 A.D . children were being taught in this school. 
Origen (185-254 A.D.), a theological student, went out into the city, 
gathering; groups of children for instruction. 
In these schools, kno~n as catechetical schools, the method 
employed was that of the formal dialogue. There was opportunity for 
free questioning , and it was not a perfunctory questioning with rote 
answers . Origen exhorted the Christian teachers not to show a. fretful 
spirit if they were pushed with questions asked to try them out rather 
than for the sake of learning. The pupil was dealt with individually so 
that he should know and not only hear. 
There were four grades or stages of instruction. The first 
grade included younger children a.nd new converts, who were simply in-
quirers and received instruction in small classes. The second grade was 
called the "hearers", ·who left after the sermon and Scripture reading was 
ended. The "worshippers" composed the third grade, and these had a part 
in the prayers and ceremonies of the church. 
"electi" ready for baptism. 
The fourth class were the 
Other ca.techetical schools spre.ng up rap i dly at Antioch, Edessa, 
18 
and throughout Asia Minor and Egypt . By about 250 i n Carthage this in-
struction was in the hands of a special officer designated by the bishop. 
St . Gregory, the Illuminator, began his work of Christianizing Armenia. in 
the fourth century by adopting a compulsory system of Bible-schools for 
the children in every city. 
was established in Armenia .• 
Through these schools the Christian faith 
CATHEDRAL SCHOOLS 
As the first Christian churches were in the cities, gradually 
the important cities became the residence of a supervising priest or 
bishop. The surrounding territory with its parishes became knovm as 
a bishopric, and the church as a cathedral church. Since one of the 
functions of the bishop was to supply clergy for his parishes, a rudi-
mentary type of school was established in connection with the cathedral 
churches to give training to the clergy and insure promotion in the 
clerical ranks. These schools were known as cathedr al or episcopal 
schools. As the bishop's duties increased, the school came to be 
placed under a special teacher known as a Scholasticus, or Magister 
Schole.rum, who trained the future clergy and directed the cathedral 
school assisted by the bishop. 
All the schools of ·western Europe were derived from these 
schools , for in time the old pagan secondary schools died out. VIi thin 
a century after the founding of the catechetical school at Alexandr ia, 
the interest of the Greek Fathers in philos.ophy had waned, and the 
Western or Latin Fathers were firm in their opposition. Justinian in 
• 529 A.D. suppressed the pagan schools by an edict. 
19 
III MONASTIC SCHOOLS 
BEGINNINGS OF MONAST ICI SM 
While men with a.n organizing turn of mind were establishing 
the political power of the Church, others disliked the close conte.ct 
with the world. In their search for holiness many withdrew from the 
sinfulness of the world and went out alone into the deserts , the forests, 
or the mountains , where they lived isolated lives of asceticism and de-
votion. In timemonasteries were f ounded, where monks lived apart in 
separate cells, coming together for meals 1 prayers , communion, and 
counsel. During the fourth and f ifth centuries monasteries spread 
from Egypt over Syria and Palestine, then to Greece, Italy , and Gaul. 
THE BENEDICTINE ORDER 
The monastery of Monte Cassino, south of Rome, was founded 
in 529 by Saint Benedict, a Roman of ·wealth , who fled from the corrup-
tion of Rome . At this monastery he established the Rule of St . Bene-
diet, which was gradually adopted by nearly all the monasteries of the 
west. 
During the Barbarian Invasions the only meagre education 
afforded was through the cathedral schools and the monasteries. The 
Benedictine Rule laid down a series of seventy-three rules, covering all 
phases of monastic life . Probably the most important was the for ty-
eighth, which prescribed at least seven hours of daily labor and two 
h ours of' rea ding " f'or all able to bear the load". From the rule re-
quiring daily reading has come the development of the monast i c school 
and t he preservation of learning during the dark period of the Middle 
Ages . Each monastery soon he.d a scriptorium or writing- room in one end 
of the building, where works of a religious nature were copied, and 
occasionally the Latin classics. The monks t hems e lves in some oases 
became author s of his tories of the Churc h, the monasteries and the 
(21) 
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times ~ as well as works upon religious topics. 
IviONAS TIC SCHOOLS 
Within the wall s of the mona.sterie s regular schools came to 
be founded. A course lasted eight or ten years or less, for boys were 
received at ten years of age or less~ and no one could become a regular 
member unt il he was eighteen years old . The novice was taught to work~ 
to read and \ITite , given instruction in church music, taught to calculate 
the church festivals and do simple reckoning . 
When pe.rents dedice.ted a child to the service of God in a mon-
astery they promised that they would never tempt him to l eave t he mone.s -
tery or allow anyone else to t empt him away with their consent. The 
monastic vow was as fol lows: 
" I hereby renounce my parents , my brothers and relatives, my f riends , 
my possessions and my property , and the vain and empty glory and 
pleasure of this world. I also renounce my own will , for the will 
of God. I accept all the hardships of the monastic life, and take 
the vows of purity, chast ity , and poverty, in the hope of heaven; 
and I promise to remain a monk in this monastery all the days of 
l ~.p " 1 my .w.e • 
Although at first giving instruction only to those i ntending to 
take the vows, "oblati", after the ninth century the instruction was opened 
to those not intending to t ake the vows, t he "externi" . In this way the 
"outer" monastic schools ·were in time developed . 
At first the training in t he monastic schools included. only 
reading, writing, and calculation , which would be directly used in t he 
study of the Bible , copying sacred books , and computing Church festive.ls . 
Gradually the " seven liberal arts " wer e added . These he.d begun with Plato 
whose educational scheme included arithmetic , geometry , music , and astronomy ; 
thes e liberal studies were combined in the later days of Greece and Rome 
1 . Cubberley, 11 Readings in the History of Education, " p .77 . 
with the practical studies of the sophists, gra.mmar , rhetor i c, and dial-
ectic . The practical studies later became classed as the t rivium or 
lo~er studies , and arithmetic, geometry, music, and astronomy as the 
quadr ivium or higher studies. 
EDUCATION FOR GIRLS 
Litt le instruction was given to girls except those who entered 
a convent or nunnery. There were a few who received a limited amount of 
instruction. The letter of Saint Jerome to the Roman lady Paula , d~ted 
403 , outl:i.rH'lfl the type of trainine; a young gir l should be given who was 
to be pr operly educated in the Christie.n faith. The outline was f or 
education given in nunneries, a number of which had been founded in the 
East and a few in the West. These insti tutions had a marked deve lopment. 
in the i~ est and offered t he chief opportunity for any intellectual educa-
tion for women during the Middle Ages. 
CONVENTS AND THEIR SCHOOLS 
In the Germanic lands many women of high class founded convents , 
and these attracted a superior type of v,romen . The convents were opened 
muc h earl ier to those not intending to take the vows than ·were t he mon-
asteries . Si nce it was the only opportunity open to _women of scholarly 
tastes it became a common practise throughout the middle ages t o send 
girls to the convent for training in manners and religion. From the sixth 
to the thirteenth many wel l-trained women came out oE the convents of' 
Europe. In the middle of the thirteenth century these schools reached 
their hi~hest development and from that time began to decline i n 
importance . 
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IV. THE WORK OF CHJI.R LE11U-l.G l'JE .A. m A. IC T.JHT 
DECLINE OF LEARNING 
During the barbarian invasions the monastic schools suffered 
a decline. Even the art of vrriting seems to have been lost at times 
by the secular clergy, monks, ·and nobility, although the leading church-
men retained their knowledge of Latin and some acquaintance with the 
classical authors and seven liberal arts. The monastic and cathedral 
schools, established earlier, had broken up to a large extent, and the 
monasteries had become places for the pensioning of royal favorites. 
ALCUIN COMES FROM YORK 
A youth by the name of Alcuin, who was born in England about 
735, received his training under the 11 scholasticus", Aelbert, at the 
famous cathedral school of York. In a poem describing the school, 
Alcuin tells how Aelbert selected "youths of conspicuous intelligence", 
to whom he gave special attention. Alcuin succeeded Aelbert as "schol-
asticus11 and perpetuated his influence by handing down to his pupils the 
learning which he had received. 
Vfllen Charlemagne came to the throne as king over the Frankish 
nation in 768 he realized better than his bishop and abbots the need of 
the nobles and clergy for education. To meet this need he called 
Alcuin from the Cathedral school at York to assist him in giving his 
people more effective education. 
THE PALACE SCHOOL 
Alcuin first turned his attention to the Palace School, which had 
been connected with the royal court and was attended by the members of the 
royal house. Even Charlemagne, though never much of a scholar, set the 
example as an occasional pupil in this school. Subjects as grammar, the 
vrritings of the Latin poets and the Church Fathers, rhetoric, dialectic, 
ar ithmetic, astronomy, s,nd theology were tau_ght . For the younger pupils 
(25) 
Alouin used the ca.techetical type of instruction, preparing the questions 
and answers ahead of time and having the pupils learn them. 
older members the questions and answers were f;iven orally. 
SCHOOLS FOUNDED BY ALCUIN 
For the 
In 787 Alouin sent out a request to the bishops and abbots 
urging their diligence in learning and in the selection of teachers who 
were able themselves to learn and to teach others. Schools were es-
tablished or revived in the cathedrals, monasteries, and villages. All 
the schools offered a complete elementary course, and some provided for 
work in higher education. Reading, writing, computation, singing, the 
Scriptures , and sometimes the 'trivium' and quadrivium' were a part of 
the course. 
RES ULTS OF ALCUIN'S WORK 
In 796 Charlemagne made Alcuin the head of the monastery of 
st . lfurtin in Tours, which under his leadership became a center of 
learning for the whole Frankish realm. Brilliant youths of the empire 
were attracted here, who perpetuated his influence when they later be-
came teachers and churchmen. Vfith Charlemagne 1 s death and the divisions 
of his empire which followed, accompanied by the invasions of the North-
men, there was a decline in education, although the level never became 
quite so low as before Charlemagne 's accession to the throne. 
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V. EDUCATIONAL REFOR1v!S UNDER AlFRED THE GREAT 
ENGLAND DEVASTATED BY THE DANES 
After Alcui n had left England to aid Charlemagne in his educa -
t i ona l reforms , the Danes began a new series of i nvasions upon Eng l and . 
Overrunning the eastern and centra l part of the country, they burned 
monasteries and books so that England declined educationally. 
REVIVAL OF EDU CATION UNDER ALFRED 
Yihen Alcuin was ca lled to Charlemagne ' s court schools had already 
been founded in England for those outside the cler gy . Canterbury wa s 
or i ginally a school attached to a monastery. York and Jarrow, a l so , were 
f amous schools . Alfred the Great (871-901?) who had been successful in 
his opposition to the Danes , lamented the decl i ne of education i n England 
and ~athered learned men about him in a vigorous attempt to revive learn-
ing in his land. He established a large palac e school, devoting one 
eighth of his income to its support. Alfred was successful in restoring 
many of the ol d monaster ies, besides establishing new ones. Because of 
the pillaging of the Danes, England had now to seek scholars abroad, a l-
though it had once supplied teachers to Frankland. 
Alfred urged that all freeborn youth be taught the rudiments 
of English and Latin . In the schools books in both Latin and Saxon 
were read, and pupils carefully learned the Psalms and Saxon books. 
(28) 
VI. SCHOLASTICISM AND SCHOLASTIC EDUCATION 
THE 11 SCHOOLMEN" 
The Scholastic movement dev~loped among the "schoolmen" or 
teachers in the monastic or cathedral school . The t eacher in this 
school was ·knovm as doctor scholasticus . By the twelfth century the 
monastic school had been largely superseded by the cathedral school. 
These cathedral schools furnished the great teachers of the day, and 
keen students came great distances to sit under their teaching .• 
Anse lm (1033-1109) held that faith was prior to reason, but in time 
men came to believe in reaching truth through investigation. Abelard 
(1079-1142) stated that reason must precede faith and that it is not 
sinful to doubt. 
Taking advantage of this spirit the Church began to reorganize 
its faith and doctrine. The methods of logic, or of dialectics , came 
to be applied to the discussion of theological problems. Although the 
first period of Scholasticism was over by the middle of the t welfth 
century, the schools continued with increased activity . The last half 
of the cent ury was distinguished by the introduction of Aristotle ' s 
works and much Greek Philosophy into the West by the Jews of Spain and 
southern France, who had derived them from the .Arabs. ~Hth t he Latin 
conquest of Constantinople in 1204 came direct t r anslations from the 
orig ina.ls. The result was a. new and greater out burst of scholastic 
activity in the thirteenth century. During four centuries Aristo·l:.le 
dominated the education and philosophical thinking of the west. 
SCHOLASTIC COURSE OF STUDY 
In the Soholllstic course of study the teachings of the Church 
were organized into dogmatic form. In the "Summa Theologiae" of 
Aquinas a number of problems are grouped into four divisions. Each 
problem deals with a fundamental doctrine and is subdivided into smaller 
(30) 
sections. Refutations, arguments, and authorities were set forth in the 
most exact and systematic fashion. Knowledge was in no way applied to 
practical living , but was abs t ract, dealing wholly with theological sub-
jects . Training was offered in analysis, compa rison, classification, and 
deduction to prepare capable defenders of the Church' s fait h . 
Although it is claimed that Scholasticism stifled a consciousness 
of spiritual r ealities, still it systematized t rad itiona l doc trines and 
aided accuracy of thinking. In arguing debatable questions men began to 
see ther e were two sides to a question; so the " Schoolmen'' helped to create 
a spirit of tolerance and prepared the Ymy for the Renaissanc e by stimu-
lating intellectual interests. 
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VII. THE EDUCATION OF CHIVALRY 
V<HY CHIVALRIC EDUCATION DEVELOPED 
Because of t he devastation caused by the continual f ighting 
of the nobles under the f eudal system the Church enacted decrees known 
as the Truce of God bet ween 989 and 1050. In order to tur n the attention 
of t he nobles to higher purposes the education of chivalry developed . 
Having its beginnin~ s in the latter part of the ninth centur y it reached 
its height in the twelfth cent ury during t he Crusades , and pass ed out of 
existence with the sixteenth century . 
THE TRAINING OF CHIVALRY 
During the period of the feudal system, when the land y.ras o\'med 
by t he nobility and worked by the tenants or serfs , chivalry was t he name 
given for the code of manners of the time . Ther e were three per i od s in 
t he tra ining given the children of the nobility . From the age of s even 
to f ourt een the boy was known as a 11 page11 and was attached to some l ady , 
who supervised his education in religion, music , courtesy, the etiquette 
of love and honor , and taught him to play chess and other games . From 
t he men he received training in sports and the use of light weapons. 
At the age of fourteen or fifteen the boy became a squir e and 
at thi s time ser ved some par ticula r lord or kni~ht . From him he l ear ned 
to hunt and fight with different weapons. He als o learned to make songs , 
sing , play t he harp , and observe the cer emonials of the Church . 
The knighting of the boy took place at the age of -twenty-one . 
There was a season of fas t ing, after which the candidate entered t he church 
in f ull armor and spent the night i n vi;:; il and meditation. \Then he had 
c·onfes sed in the morning the priest blessed his sword upon the altar, and 
the knight t ook the oath 11 to defend the Church, to attack the wicked , t o 
respect t he pr i esthood , to protect women and the poor , to preserve t he 
country i n t ranqu ility, and to shed his blood , even to its last drop , i n 
(33) 
behalf of his brethren". After returning the sword which he had blessed 
the priest charged him "to protect the widows and orphans, to restore and 
preserve the desolate, to revenge the ·wronged , and to confirm t he vir tuous". 
RESU LTS OF CHIVALRIC EDUCATION 
The Ten Commandments of Chivalry were: (1) to pray, ( 2) to avoid 
sin, (3) to defend the Church, (4) to protect widows and orphans, (5) to 
travel , (6) to wage loyal war , (7) to fight for his Lady , (8) to defend 
the right, (9) to love his God, and (10) to listen to good and true men. 
Although the knightly word of honor was only held valid when accompanied 
by certain forms and courage, self- respect, and l iberality often degener-
ated into cruelty , pride , and display , - still the ideals were high for 
the age. A new purpose appears in this educat ion for the education of 
chivalry was designed to prepare for life here, while the other educat ion 
of the church was directed toward a preparation f or l ife in the next 
wor ld. It also counteracted the barbarism of med i eval Europe and 
raised the position of women . 
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VII I. BURGHER , GUILD, AND CHANTRY SCHOOLS 
APPRENTICESH IP AND GUILD EDUCATION 
Between 1100 and 1200 there came to be a third class of 
people, having a status between the bishops and lords and the pea-
sant class . This third class was knovm as freemen , burgher s , or 
citizens of the tovm, which had received its charter of rights 
from the feudal overlord and enjoyed certain rights of self- govern-
ment. With this new class came the apprenticeship or guild education. 
Craft guilds, such as masons , shoe- makers, harness-makers, 
bakers , smiths, tanners, saddlers , weavers, go l dsmiths , carpenters , 
leather-wor kers , cloth-workers, fishmongers, butchers , and barbers 
began to afford industrial education to transmit the art of their 
craft . The stages in the apprenticeship system were: apprentice, 
journeyman , and master . 
As the ecclesiastical schools did not meet the needs of the 
guilds they began to establish their mm educational institutions. 
Priests who had been at first employed to look after the families of 
the craft, were now employed to teach the school. The purpose of the 
guild was first to prepare for the teaching "c r aft". And later to train 
for a practical profes sion apart from teaching. 'i'Jben an apprentice 
passed a test in Grammar, Rhetoric , and Logic in the Latin he became a 
journeyman , assisting the master along with his own studies. Nhen he 
was ready to give a satisfactory publ ic disputation at a public trial 
before the masters , he was admitted into the lowest degree of the guild. 
If he wished to teach one of the professional subjects he studied 
further in Law, Medicine , or Theology . On the completion of this work 
he was declared a Doctor of Law, Medicine, or Theology. 
ORIGIN AND DEVELOPMENT OF CHANTRY SCHOOLS 
After the tw·elfth century schools were established through 
(36) 
the wi lls of men who left a sum of money to endo;-r a priest to chant 
masses for the repose of their souls. In some cases the priest was 
endowed to say mass in honor of the Virgin Mary , or some specia l 
saint . Finding their time not fully occupied some of these priests 
began voluntarily to teach religious matters to selected boys. In 
time it became custo~~ry to stipulate that these priests should teach 
a school besides saying prayers. The school was usually an elementar y 
type, where the children were taught to know the Lord 1 s Prayer , the 
Creed, the Salutation to the Virgin, certain psalms , to sign them-
selves rightly with the sign of the cross, and perhaps to read and 
write Latin. This type of school became very common after the 
twelfth century . It often happened that money and lands were left to 
establish these chantry schools. 
BURGHER SCHOOLS 
In time the chantry schools became united with other schools 
within a town and were known as burgher schools. The school s were 
controlled by public authorities , but v,rere still taught by priests , a l-
though the sub jects became more practical and came to represent the in-
terests of the mercantile and industrial clas ses. 
The guild schools also bec ame absorbed in the burgher schools. 
wi th the demand for more practica l training a different emphasis was man-
ifest in their curriculum. V/rit i ng assumed new importance, a.s there 
was a demand for writers in public office, letter-writers,for the illit-
erate, and teachers of Yrriting . Practical calculation and bookkeeping 
demanded that reckoning should be taught. These new schools;rising in 
connection with the growth of commerce and towns , were a large f actor 
in stiwAla.ting the minds of people, and so prepared for the Renaissance. 
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IX. THE MEDIEVAL UNIVERS ITIES 
GROWTH OF THE l.HHVERSITI.!!,S 
In time the monastery and cathedral schools gave a more ad-
vanced type of instruction. These schools might be called the second-
ary schools of the Middle Ages . They were the only institutions offer-
ing higher instruction for over six hundred years , and it was through 
their advanced curriculum that the universities developed in a later period. 
The advanced studies which represented the learning saved by 
the monasteries during the barbarian invasions were known as "The Seven 
Liberal Arts " of the Middle Ages. One division, The Trivium, con-
sisted of (1) Grammar; (2) Rhetoric; (3) Dialectic. The other divi-
s ion was known as the Quadrivium and consisted of: (4) Arithmetic; 
(5) Geometry ; (6) Astronomy; (7) Mus ic. Beyond these were Ethics, 
or Metaphysics, and Theology , the goal to·ward which all the other 
studies were directed . Only a few schools taught the full range of 
sub jects. 
The rise of the universities can also be traced to the de-
velopment of scholasticism and the reaction against the other-worldli-
ness, accompanying chivalric education and the grmrth of cities . The 
guild m~rked a transition from the early period of the Middle Ages , 
when the Church was supreme, to the later period of the Middle Ages , 
when the authority of the Church in government was weakening and modern 
nations were beginning to arise. 
Such places as Paris, Oxford, Rome , and the cities of northern 
Italy became centers of study and were knovm as 11 studia publica" or 
"studia generalia". From great distances students were attracted to 
these centers to hear some famous teacher. At Bologna in northern 
Italy, the Decree of Gratian, containing the codified edicts of' popes 
a.nd councils, became recognized as the authoritative canon 19."\'l , and 
(39) 
Students came here for the purpose of studying it. Frederick Barbaros sa 
chartered the University of Bologna in 1158 . The University of Par is 
grew out of the cathedral school of Notre Dame, when such teachers as 
Roscellinus, Peter Abelard , and William of Champeaux drew inquiring 
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students about them. The University of Paris was not chartered until 1200 . 
CHARACTER OF INSTRUCTION 
In the universities subjects were organized into fac ulties , as 
the Arts Faculty giving instruction in the Seven Liberal Arts, the Law 
Faculty, the IV;edical Facult;y , and the Theologica l Faculty, the most 
important of the four, which prepared men for the service of the Church . 
As books were expensive only a few could o~n them. The Uni-
versity of Paris, in 1271, received through a. gift by will a private 
library of twenty-seven books so the.t poor students might have e. loan 
col lection of theological books. In Theology and Canon Law an ext.en-
sive cormnente.r y, called a "gloss" was used by the professor for centuries, 
from which he read and cormnented at great length. Scholars and professors 
were bound to the text, and the knowledge of each generation was simply 
repea ted. 
In order to receive a degree a student partie ipe.ted in a 
number of disputations, or logica l contests, in which he cited author-
ities and smnmarized arguments , all in Lat in. These awakened the in-
tellectual powers and served as a corrective for the pure memorizinG 
of the text. Equipment in the nature of buildings, laboratories , ~ork-
shops, or gynmasia did not exist. 
THE UNIVERS ITIES A PHOGRESSIV~ FORCE 
As the students in the University of Bologna were mature men, 
they ha.d charge of the government of t he university , but in Paris the 
stude nts were younger and the masters governed t he school. New univer-
• 
sities which were founded in the north belong to the type of 11 1liB.ster -
uni-versities ", while those of the south were "student - universities". 
It was common for "wander ing scholars" to go from one 
noted teacher i n a certain city to another city with its great in-
st ruc tor . In their wanderings they would often gather the village 
people around them and explain to them the Christia.n religion and 
philosophy in return for their ho:3pi tality. By this means religious 
knowledge came to be more of a popular possession. 
In the universities the transmission of knowledge was trans-
ferred by the universities from the monastery to the school. In time 
this was to lead to a complete broak between the Church and the State. 
Suc h men as Dante, Petrarch, Vi'ycliffe, Russ , Luther, Calvin , Coperni-
cus, Galilee, and Newton were university men ·who ·went out e.s critics 
of the state . 
In time the universities came to dis cuss questions of Chtu·ch 
e.nd State in an independent way. They present ed their grievances to 
both king and pope, obtained privileges, and often forced these to do 
their bidding. Since the universities created a surplus of teachers 
i n the arts these had to find positions in the secondary schools, which 
served to make educat ion more general. The universities furnished 
trained men, who were leaders in the Renaissance in the fourteent h and 
fifteenth centuries. 
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• 
X. HUMJ.>NISTIC EDUCAT ION 
I J.IJT<' LUENCES PRODUC I NG THE RENAI SSANCE 
The gro·wth of t he universities together with the ideals of 
• 
chivalry and the development of commerce and cit ies with their guilds 
and more secular education had helped to emancipate Europe from med ie-
va.lism. With the discovery of thet New ~· i orld and Magellan 1 s circum-
navigation of the globe, the old religious teachings of the Middle liges 
that the earth was flat had to be replaced. A new joy in life with 
opportunity for individual development seemed to be manifest everjrwhere. 
This period when a wider horizon was discovered is known as the Renaiss -
ance or "new birth". Because of the awakened interest in the classical 
learning of Greece and Rome it is al so known as t he Revival of Learning. 
REVIVAL OF LATIN AND GREEK LEARNING 
Since Italy had been the first to develop a new polit ical and 
socie.l order, she . experienced before the other countries t he inadeque.cy 
of the medieval learning to satisfy the new craving for life. Italy 
was the storehouse of much of the old Roman culture, and young men 
came to explore the t reasures of the ancient literature. Petrarch 
( 1304-1374) believed that the spirit of the classical 'l'vTit.ers would 
never be restored until their works were restored and devoted his life 
to the collection and discovery of old manuscripts. Others took up 
this work and with the utmost care compared, criticised, a.nd corrected 
texts , reconstructing the old Roman li£e and hi story. The cr it ical , 
constructive spirit in which this work was done presented a distinct 
contrast to the scholastic methods. 
The f'irst appreciation of the ancient Greek learning came 
through Chrysoloras, a teacher of Constantinople, who was i nduced to 
hold the first chair of Greek letters in the west at the Univers ity of 
Florence (1396-1400 ). It was not long until academies for the study 
(43) 
of the Greek learning came to be founded in a ll the important Itali t:i.n 
cities. 
DEVELOP1tlENT OF FORM ... A.L EDUCATION. 
Humanism was fostered by the tyrants of many Italian cit ies , 
who established court schools competing with the conservative univer -
sities . The new instruction was ba sed upon the study of Latin and 
Greek. · For the first time history was introduced, although it was 
Roman and Greek history . This was comb ined with the courtly ideal and 
some of the physical activities of chivalry . A physical , mental, and 
moral training was given, which met the needs of individual development 
better than the cathedral or church schools. Gradually this humanistic 
trainin~ crept into the universities of Europe. 
Although having as its aim the development of a richer life 
the humanistic education in time came to be narr ow and formal and lost 
its liberal spirit. It came to be a mere matter of masterine Greek 
and Latin, writing verses, and cultivating a good Ciceronian style . 
By the sixteenth century the change had been effected in both the 
secondary schools and universities. In German lands it persisted 
until the middle of the eighteenth century, while in western European 
countr ies and America it lasted until the middle of the ninteenth century. 
HU1fii.NI SM I N THE NOHTH 
Hume.nistic scholars in time wandered to the north; scholars 
from England , France , and Germany came to study in the Italie.n univer-
sit ies and brought the ne'·" learning back with them to their own schools . 
The humanistic learning could never have spread so rapidly had it not 
been f or the invention of printing i n 1454, which made cheaper books 
possible. Instead of turning to personal deve l op·nent s.s in Italy the 
Renaissance in the north led to the improvement of society and a !Jlore 
exalted interpretation of the Scriptures. German and English scholars 
began to get away from ecclesiastical doctrines and to turn back to the 
study of the New Testament in the original. This stimulated a study 
of Hebrew and a truer insight into the Old Testament. 
humanism led to a renewed study of the Bible. 
So in the north 
Erasmus , one of the greatest of the northern humanists, made 
a. direct contribution to educational theory in his Latin treatise on 
"The Liberal Education of Children", "The Right Method of 3tudy", and 
"Courteous Manners in Boys", which are almost modern in some respects. 
He believed that education must be open to everyone according to his 
or her ability and the.t learning, morality, religion, and good manners 
must be trained together. 
In Germany t here ·was a new development, kno17n as the Gymnasium, 
which was really the work of Melancthon (1497-1560). He planned Latin 
Schools for every village of the electorate; these were divided into 
three classes in which \lork in Latin and religion was adapted to each 
grade . The first cla.ssict::ll school by that name was organized by Johann 
Sturns at Strassburg in 1538. The aim was to give ' piety, knowledge, 
e.nd eloquence 1 • For piety, the Lutheran catechism was studied in German 
for three years and in the Latin for three additional years. The 11 Sun-
day Sermons" were read in the fourth and fifth years, the "Letters" of 
Jerome in the fifth year, and the "Epistles" of St. Paul were carefully 
studied through the remainder of the course. Latin grammar with the 
translation of the Latin and Greek poets held t he important place in 
the curriculum. This classical training in t ime took on the utmost 
formality . The gymnasium has been the model for the other secondary 
schools of Europe. 
In 1510 John Colet, who was Dean of St. Paul ' s Church in Eng -
45 
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land, dec i d.ed in response t o the urging of Ere.smus to reconstruct the 
school along humanistic lines. Besides studying LatiL authors and 
the Church Fathers , the pupils studied the catechism in English, 
Lily ' s "Latin Grammar", and Erasmus ' " De Capia". There was much 
opposition to the school , and even the Bishop of London tried t·vdce 
to convict Colet of heresy and suppress instruction. However, with in 
a century practically all the granunar schools were modeled on thi s type. 
XI. THE PERIOD OF THE PROTESTANT REFORMATION 
DE1v1ANDS FOR REFORM IN THE CHURCH 
Before Luther 1 s time attempts had been made to purify the Church . 
While ritualism was increasing those organizations which kept the teaching 
function of the Church, as the Waldenses, the Russ ites , and the Brethren 
of the Common Lot, were those which sustained its spiritual life during the 
decline of the Middle Ages . 
As a protest against the corruption of the monasteries , Gerard 
Groot (1340-1384) founded The Brethren of the Common Lot, who established 
houses of devotion where converts lived a monastic life. Very soon these 
lay houses became teaching centers, attracting boys who came to receive 
religious instruction. In some there were as many as 1000 boys in attendance. 
One of the students of these schools was Thomas a 1 Kempis . Out of these 
high class institutions came a body of men who taught religion to the youth 
in a consecrated way and did much to prepare for the Reformation in Germany. 
~lthough these schools came under the control of the Jesuits in the Counter-
Reformation, they had completed a splendid work. 
LUTHER 1 S REVOLT 
It was in Germany, however, that the revolt found its first large 
expression. Had it not come through the Augustinian monk and Professor of 
Theology , Martin Luther (1483-1546), it must certainly have come in another 
way, for it v.ras the modern so ientific spirit in conflict with the medieval 
spirit of' dogmatic authority. 
In Germany there had been discontent for some time because it was 
felt the Italian papal court was draining Germany of money which should 
have been kept at home and t hat the corrupt clergy should be replaced by 
upright men . In 1516 Tetzel, an agent of the Pope, began the sale of in-
dulgences for sins in the neighborhood of Wittenberg for the raising of 
money to rebuild St . Peter 1 s at Rome . Luther received no satisfaction when 
(48) 
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he appealed to the Archbishop of Magdeburg to prohibit it. He then made 
out ninety-f ive theses, explaining why he thought the practise was unjusti-
fiable; detailing the abuses, and setting forth what he believed to be the 
true Christian doctrine in the matter. The theses were made out in Latin , 
nailed to the church door in Wittenberg, and all comers challenged to a 
debate on the matter, in accordance with the Qniversity custom of the time . 
Within two weeks the theses were translated into German and 
scattered broadoast,for they expressed the discontent of the times. Luther 
was forced into open revolt, and in 1520 was excommunicated from the Church. 
To s ~ow his defiance he publicly burned the bill of exconununication wi th a 
volume of the canon law. Forces representing salvation through the Church 
were now pitted against the forces for salvation through personal faith and 
works. This resulted in a permanent split of the Western Church . 
INF LUENCE OF LUTHER ON EDUC ATION 
After Luther revolted from the Catholic Church he devoted his time 
to reform and the education of the wAsses. He not only translated the Bible, 
which stimulated the people to read and reflect, but prepared two general 
Catechisms, one for adults and one for children. He also wrote hymns and 
issued numerous letters and sermons concerni ng religious educati on . Luther ' s 
ideas on education are set forth in his "Letter to the Mayors and Aldermen 
of the, Cities of Germany in behalf of Christian Schools" (1524), and in his 
"Sermon on the Duty of Sending Children to School" (1530) . 
Luther held the parents responsible for the Christian and civic 
education of their children. All education should be provided by public 
expense , and the attendance of all should be required by the civic authori-
ties . Luther recognized that teachers must be trained and asserted that a 
clergyman was not fitted to be a preacher unless he had f i rst been a teacher. 
The chief studies for all were to be the Bible and the catechism. With his 
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Northern humanistic ideas he believed Latin, Greek, and Hebrew should be 
studied for the light they would throw on the Bible . History , nature, and 
gynL~astios were to have a. religious and social emphasis . 
There were three divisions of the Lutheran School organize.tion: 
(l ) the vernacular schools, open to both sexes, providing for the teaching 
of reading , writing , physical training, singing, and religion, with instruc-
tion in a trade and household duties; (2) Latin secondary schools, which 
received emphasis as preparatory schools to train a learned clergy and in 
which Latin , Greek, Hebrew, rhetoric, dialectic, history, science, mathe -
rne.tics , music, and gymnastics were taught; (3) the universities ~iving train-
ing for higher service in the Church and State. 
Through Mela.nchthon and Bugenhagen these educational theories were 
put into practise in Saxony and a. number of German states. As a result of 
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Luther ' s educational ideas Wurtemberg in southwestern Germany organized a 
complete system of schools in 1559, provi ding for elementary schools, Latin 
schoo ls, and univers ities or col leges of the State. This was the beginning 
of the German state school system and was foll~~ed by numerous other German 
states . 
With the Peace of Augsburg in 1555 the authority of the Church was 
overthrown ; under its provisions each German prince, or to,m, or knight was 
to choose between the Catholic and Lutheran faith, and the subjects must 
accept the f aith of the ruler or emigrate . No one but the ruler might ex-
ercise his freedom of conscience under this provision . It ·w·as now through 
the kingly or ducal authority that the state schools in Germany were founded , 
the German universities reformed, and new Protestant universities established. 
EDUCATIONAL REFORMS OF CALV I N 
When John Calvin, a French Protestant who had fled to Switzerland 
in 1537 , was given charge of reorganizing the c ivil and religious adminis -
tration of Geneva in 1541, he established a combined church and city 
government in which religion and civi l government were as closely connected 
as in any Catholic country. Calvin called his teacher Corder ius to admin-
ister and teach in the reformed colleges which he founded. In these 
colleges Latin was taught in such a way as to stimulate the moral and 
religious life, while there were Psalms, public prayers, and selections 
from the Bible. Pupils learned reading and grammar from the Latin cate-
chism, studied Latin and Greek Classics, and were trained in logic and 
rhetoric . 
These ideas spread rapidly as many persecuted Protestants had 
taken refuge in Geneva . In northern France the followers of this reformed 
Cal~rinistic religion were known as 'li~guenots; in Scotland they v,rere the 
Scotch Presbyterians; in the Netherlands they were members of the Dutch 
Reformed Church; in central England they became the Puritans. All these 
branches of Calvinism were carried to America and influenced our early 
American education. 
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Since Calvin deemed it necessary that every individual in t he 
state should be educated, holding that everyperson should be able to read 
and study the Bible as a means to personal salvation, the countries which 
accepted Calvinism were influenced by this educational theory. In t he 
Huguenot schools of France his system of elementary education ·was adopted, 
and also in the Palatinate, and Dutch Netherlands . Pastors in the Hague 
were the superintendents of the schools, visiting, giving advice and exami-
nations, and making reports. Provision was made here for the free educat i on 
of the poor, and the young were to be instructed in Christian doctrine. 
EDUCATIONAL WORK OF THE JESUITS 
To combat the advance of Protestantism the Ca.tholio Church saw 
the nec.ess ity of promoting their own religion and counteracting the 
Protestant teaching Y.rith even better teaching methods. The most effect ive 
organizat ion in doing this was the Society of Jesus founded by Igne.tius de 
Loyola in 1534. Through missionary work and education the Jesuit Order 
has sought to hold its converts to the papal allegiance. 
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The Jesuits had both an upper and a lower col l ege ; the complete 
training lasted from eighteen to twenty years. The training was in schol. r -
ship , religion, theology, and an apprenticeship in teaching . This thorough 
preparation made the Jesuit colleges distinctive , for little had been done 
before that time to prepare teachers. The methods of these schools were 
question and answer, and memory through repetition. With this rigid course 
of instruction the Jesuits were able to supply Europe with the best second -
ary schools during the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. At their 
period of greatest influence the Jesuits probably had enrolled 200, 000 stu-
dents . These schools were intolerant and worked with untiring energy in 
combating the Protesta nt teachings. 
Because of this crisis in the Roman Catholic Church St. Carlo 
Barromeo devoted his energies to teaching children in Sunday schools in his 
cathedral at Mi lan and throughout his parish churches. At his death in 
1584 he left 743 of these Sunday schools, having more than 3,000 t eachers 
and 40, 000 scholars . Because of this work Cardinal Bellarmine when .Arch-
bishop of Capua , a little later, determined to secure religious instruction 
f or every ch ild in his arch-diocese and prepared simple catechisms, one of 
which is an approved text -book in the Roman Catholic Sunday schools of 
Eng land and the United States today . 
EFFECT OF REF ORl'vLI\.TION UPON SECmiDARY SCHOOLS AND IDHVERSITIES 
The Reformat i on resulted in making religion and theology the 
dominant aim of both the Protestant and Catholic schools . While the most 
important result of the Reformation was in the development of elementary 
instruction and state systems of educat ion, somewhat similar results were 
attained in the htmanistic secondary educat ion. The Latin schoo ls and 
gymnasia came under the control of the princes and the State in Protestant 
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Germany, and so became the foundation of the state schoo systems . The 
management was transferred to Protestant ministers or lee.ders, and the 
schools ·were taur;ht and inspected by representatives of the Church. I n 
England there was also a transfer of authority to the Protestant clergy ; 
schools were authorized and teachers licensed by the bishop. The graw~ar 
schools w·ere not organized like the gymnasia, each one remaining i ndepe ndent 
of the rest . The Calvinistic colleges were vrithout a national system except 
in Germany, where they were absorbed by the gymnasia. Provision ·ms often 
made by the Scotch parliament for secondary training in the parishes. 
The Catholic secondary education was largely in the hands of t he 
Jesuits , in which there ,.las the subordination of the individual to the 
Church. 
Some of the universities remained Catholic, and others were 
founded as a result of the Reformation, but the majority of universities in 
the Protestant states of Germany fol lowed their princes in changing over to 
the new creed. The English uniyersities, Oxford and Ce.mbridge , went ov e r t o 
Prot es tantism w.ith the national Church. In all universities there was g i ve n 
t raining in dialectic, rhetoric, and theology to aid in the controve1·sy with 
ec c les i astical opponents. 
LAFSE INTO FORMALISM 
In both Catholic and Protestant schools there was a tendency to 
regard the subject for its disciplinary value rather than f or its content. 
The curriculum became stereotyped and lapsed into formalism. Even the 
Protestants, who had c la.imed less depende nce on authority, began to rely 
upon authority and to repress the individual. The catechism became a mem-
or i .zing of mere rote answers and hindered the real purpose of catechet ic a. l 
instruction, as there was no interchange between pupil and teacher. The 
sermon ce.me to have a separate place and gradually overshadowed and dis-
placed the teachi ng function of the Church. 
This was not the purpose of the reformers, for Lut her not only 
want ed the children to know the ce.techism and a ns ·.rers , but to lmow Yha t 
was meant by them. He believed every child s hould be familit:tr with the 
entire gospel. l:fhen the Westminster .Assembly of Divines formed a Shorter 
Ce.techism they hoped that the meaning of the answers would be made c lev.r 
a nd were strongly opposed to the unintellie;ent memorizing of the catechism. 
After the reestablishment of the English Church under Elizabeth 
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in 1558 school instruction was narrowly religious and strictly Protestant i n 
character. The gre.mmar schools represented only the teaching of the e s -
tablished Church and were formal and disciplinary in cha r acter by the middle 
of the seventeenth century. 
Schoolmasters in England were restricted in their beliefs and 
teachings. In 1662 the Act of Uniformity required any schoolmaster or 
priYs.te tutor to subscribe to a declaration t hat he would conf orm to the 
liturgy of the Church, as it was determined by law, with a. fine and imprison-
ment imposed f or breaking this le.w. In the universities from 1558 to 1869 
non- conformists were prohibited by the law from receiv i ng degrees. Education 
seemed to have one aim - - to support the authority and rule of the Established 
Churoh. 
XII. Ef-:.RLY EDUCATION IN .AMERICA 
EUROPEA.r EDUCATION BROIDHT TO AMERICA 
The le.rge majority of early settlers who came to .Amer ica were 
of Protest~:mt faith and came wit h the purpose of foundine; homes and churches 
that they might enj oy f reedom of religion in the New VJorld. 
N; the Englis h Church had changed very little with the Act of 
Supremacy by which the King was . made hea.d instead of the Pope, ma.ny English-
men felt the need of ref orm. The "low-churc'b" group of English Purit~ms 
did not wish a. sepe.ration of Church and State, but wished to do away ,-,rith 
some of the old Roman Church ritual and give the preaching a more i mporta.nt 
place in the service. A second group, the Calvinistic, desired complete 
independence of all the different churches and congregat ions and wished al l 
the Roman Catholic ritual to be eliminated from the church service. Because 
of the fierce persecution in this more radica l group, some of the congrega-
t:i.ons of Separatists fl ed firs t to Leyden in Holland and late r s et sail for 
America.~ where they landed at Plymouth Rock on the coast of New England , in 
1620. By 1640 there wer e around 20,000 English Purita.ns in Americs. , who 
were f rom the fairly well -to-do middle class that had enjoyed educational 
advantages in England . They hoped in America to form a religious cor..mon-
v;ealth similar to Geneva , and after building their homes and setting up 
a civil government they turned their attention to education. 
EDUCATIO N IN THE VAR IOUS COLONIES 
In the Massachusetts colony the Puritans were to teach their 
children to read the Bible in the home, a nd under the apprentice system 
ms.sters were responsible for the training of their apprentices. Beca\1ee 
families and masters bec ame careles s in this respect, a Massachusett s Law 
was passed in 1642 directing the selectmen of each to1vn to enforce this 
educational obligat ion. This was the first law in the English-speaking 
world, passed by a representative legislative body , ordering that all 
children should be t a ught to read .. 
(56) 
As this home eduoe.tion proved unsatisfactory, the General Court 
of Mass e.chusetts in 1647 pass ed a law that every town of fif ty house-
holders must provide a teacher t o instruct children in reading and writing 
and that every town having one hundred householders must provide a granunar 
school to fit youths for the university. 
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Scriptural knowledge was an essential part of the course. Books 
provided for pupils ' libraries were religious and even dogmatic , assa i ling 
what 1vas believed to be false doctrine and intensifying religious pre judice. 
Se.turde.y afternoon catechism lessons were held in the home, and children 
were kept for catechet i cal instruction in the intermission between the two 
services on Sunday and r etained after the afternoon service for this instruc-
t i on. Such a service wa s conducted in the Congregational Church at Roxbury , 
Mass., as early as 1674 . 
The Massachusetts La.ws were applied to other New Engla.nd colon ies 
with slight modifications . Only in Rhode Island and the Providence Planta-
tions the example of Ma s sachusetts was not follm-;ed. Since this c olony had 
been hospitable to all rel igious f a iths, there was no religious basis for 
education. As there was no other basis except re ligion at first, Rhode 
Island waited for the humanitarie.n and economic influences which di.d not 
become effective until t he early nineteenth century. 
In t he New Net herlands where the Dutch ha.d the Calvinist ic con-
ception of universal education, a school was f ounded in connection ··dth 
every church. The Ref'or med Dutch Church was given the right to examine 
teachers , enforce subscription to the creed, and determine appointments to 
the elementary schools, while to the civil authorities belonged the lega l 
support and control of education. These sc hools were typical of the Dutch 
European parochial schools of the time. The schoolmaster often served as 
reader and precentor in the church a~d was sometimes sexton besides. In 
addition to the ordinary branches, these schools taught t he " true principles 
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f th Cb . t. 1 ' • " th t h ' d f th R L> -'~ o 1e . _r~s J.a.n re_.J.gJ.on , e ca. ec 1sm, an prayers o e ei ormeL' 
Church . 
In Pennsylvan i a the Friends had start ed the"Penn Charter School", 
a secondary school. ALl the Protestant denominations were authorized to 
conduct their o ·m schools in t his colony and receive bequest s of lend for 
their support. The c lergymen in these schools gave elementary and religious 
instruction to both boys and girls. 
The Catholic c olony of Maryland gave its education through the 
parochial school. 
In Virginia the settlers who were adherents of the National Church 
had c ome to America for gain, and so the religious motive was lacking in 
their education. Here t he English practises of tutorage and private pay 
school s were adhered to. The well-to- do planters sent t he i r children to 
England, while the poorer classes had only meagre advantages provided by 
the apprenticeship and c harity schools . 
RELIGIOUS PURPOSE IN EARLY AMERICAN EDUCATION 
In all sections the prevailing purpose was r e ligious. "The New 
England Primer 11 , brought out in Boston about 16 90 , was adopted as a read ing 
book in all the schools of the American colonies except those under the 
Church of England. The wrath of God and the terrors of hell were made 
vivid through this book in the hope that the young might seek God and es-
cape damne.tion. For a century and a ha lf Dissenters and Lutherans i n 
Ame rica used this as the chief reading book. Schoolmasters drilled pupils 
on the reading and catechism it contained, and people recited from it 
y early in the churches. The Westminster Catechism in America, as in England , 
''las the foundation for r eligious instruction. 
A stern Calvinistic atmosphere surrounded the lives of boys and 
g irls in New Engla.nd . The on ly reading provided outside t he Latin schools 
we.s religious matter. Church attendance was required, and the gramw.e.r 
school pupils had to report on the Sunday sermon. 
AMERICAN SECONDARY SCHOOLS 
The first secondary schools in America were modeled on the 
gra.rr~ar schools in England . As early as 1635 the Boston Latin School was 
founded. These American grammar schools had no definite relation with the 
elementary schools, but were intended to prepare pupils for college and 
the Christian ministry . Reading the classics and the New Testament com-
prised a large part of the c ourse . 
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In his "Tracte.te on Education" Milton , v<ho Y!B.s an exponent of 
humanistic realism, laid out an enormous course of study for 11 noble and 
gentle youths" . It had been Milton 1 s proposal t"b..at an Academy providing 
secondary and higher education for boys bet~een the age of twelve a nd 
trenty-one should be erected in every city in the land . With the Act of 
Uniformity in 1662 children of the Non- Conformists were excluded from the 
gre.mmar schools and universities, and 2,000 Non - Conformist clergymen, driven 
fr om their parishes, tur ned to teaching as the most likely occupation. 
Academies were fott.nded i n rapid succession after this act. They were l a rgely 
humaListio in their realism, and as they were to prepare for the mi r,istr;>r, 
included Lati n , Greek, a nd Hebrew, besides the mathematics, sciences, modern 
languages , and vernacular. 
Because the gr ammar schools v;-ere limited in giving only a. classi-
cal training for college preparation, academies came to be founded in 
America as well . In 1743 Benjamin Franklin wished to inaugurate an educati on 
that w·ould prepare for 1ife and not only for college . After the Revolutionary 
War, when the towns were unable to maintain grammar schools, the academies 
because of their larger usefulness became the prevailing type of secondary 
schools. These were the first seconde.ry institutions to offer educational 
opportunities to women. In time they came to furnish preparation for 
college r ather than merely to complete the educa.tion of the middle class . 
Out of the academies have grown our .American h igh schools • 
.AMERICAN COLLEGES 
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In 1636 Harve.rd College was founded by the General Court of the 
Massachusetts Bay Colon~,r to insure an educated ministry, and, as stated in 
1650, to give the Englis h and Indian youth of this country an education in 
" knowledge and godliness ". The instruction was a combination of the arts 
and theological instruction given in a medieval university , but the President, 
Master Dunster, did all the teaching . This was the method for fifty years, 
as the attendance seldom was over twenty . 
EVOWTION OF PUBLIC EDUCATION IN THE UUITED STATES 
The rising state gover runents in Europe had mer ely helped the 
churches maintain the vernacular and religious schools, but toward the 
middle of the eighteenth cent ury a new educat i onal theory wa.s advanced. 
Such men as Rousseau, La Chalotais, and Rolland had atte.cked the education 
of the time and declared that education was a civil affair . 
In .America through the rise of civil government and commercial 
interests a change had c ome in the early religious thinking. It became 
more and more difficult to maintain the Lat in grammar schoob, which the law 
of 1647 required and the demand gre-w· for a more practical and less aristo-
cruti.c school. There v. as a continual struggle in New England to keep the 
religious school from disappearing and to establish in its place a series 
of scattered and inferior district schools . It came to be generally ac-
cepted that education was a state obligation . Massachusetts and New Hamp-
shire passed new genere.l school laws in 1789, while Vermont had alreudy 
taken the step in 1782. The right t o vote had been extended by the Federal 
Constitution to all, and when the older states removed their property qual -
ifications from voters, American leaders saw that general education was 
necessary to insure liberty and political equality. 
Philanthropic educe.tion in Great Britain, France, and the United 
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States was a movement which led t o pub l ic education. The charity schools 
for the poor gave moral and religious training throttgh the Bible , catechism, 
prayer book, and Psalms. Because pupils were sta mped as paupers the poor 
were r epe l led by these schools . It was a fort unate movement, however, in 
that it was seeking to improve society and was an important influence in 
the direction of univer sal, national , and public training for citizenship . 
Some of the r e ligious schools in America continued until nearly 
1850, r ec eiving gr ants of state aid . A heated contest over the divi sion of 
sc hool funds for public and religious schools was carried fr om local to 
national politics in 1841. After a f ierce contest in Ne''' York City the 
state legislature enacted in 1842 that none of the school f unds i n the 
future should go to any school in which "any religious sectarian doctrirJe 
or t enet should be t aught, i nculcated, or practised". 
In Massachusetts Horace Mann , the first Secretary of the State 
Board of Education, stood strongly for public instruction against bitter 
relig ious attack . In answer to criticisms he pointed out that the Bible v,ras 
invaluab le in forming the cha racters of c h ildren, that it should be read 
without comment i n the public s chools , but not taught there . He expressed 
h is belief that teaching creed doctrine in the public schools would mean 
their ruin . 
The Protestant churc hes were confronted with the choice of with-
dre.wing t heir children from the public schools and est ablishing their o>'m 
parochial s chools , in which both secular and religious subject s might be 
te.ught at the expense of the Protestant churches, or of sendir..g their chil -
dren to the public schools to secure their gener al education and building 
supp lementary religious schoo ls . They chose t o support the public schools 
and have ahmys continued to hold to this princ i ple. 
• 
XIII . THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE SUNDAY SCHOOL MOVEMENT 
• 
• 
ROBERT RAIKES INAIDTJRATE'""' THE SUNDAY SCIWOL 
The Sunda.y school movement had its beginnings through the work 
of Robert Rs.ike s for the children of the poor in Gloucester, England (1780 ) • 
Arter three years of work he published an account of his experiment i n the 
11Gloucester Journal" in 1783. As the children of the poor worked in mines 
and factories six days of the week e.nd were growing up in a state of savagery 
and neglect, Raikes opened the Sunday schoo 1 to teach them the subjects the 
children of the rich were learning during the week. Raikes employed f our 
·.romen to teach these children "in reading and the church catech ism", paying 
them one shilling for each Sunday ' s instruction. He published a pamphlet 
on the needs of children and solicited aid from his frie nds t o buy Bib l es 
and books for the pupils . 
At first there were paid teachers, but when John Wesley subst i -
tuted volunteer teachers the movement spread more rapidly. 1:'\ihen Wesley 
visited Bolton, Le.ncashi r e, in 1786, he found Sunday schools establisheJ 
the;-e, and i n t.h3 next year there were 800 pupils enrolled wi-t,h eie;hty ma.s-
ters instructing, who received no salary. 
GROWTH OF THE &1ER ICAN S JNDAY SC HOOL 
In America the Sun~ay school movement may be divided into four 
periods: the first, from 1780 to 1872 ; the second , from 1872 to 1890; the 
third, from 1890 to 1918_: the fourth, from 1918 to the present. 
PERIOD 1780 TO 1872 
There were Sunday schools in America even before Raik·es 'began his 
"ragged schools " in Gloucester . John Wesley was one of the first to r-ecog-
n ize the val ue of the Sunday school in the Church's ·work. In the First 
Discipline , in 1784, we f ind, "1Vhere there are ten children ·whose pare nts 
are in the society, mee·t them. at least one hour 11 every week • These '::l.r e hi s 
wor ds i n "The American Magaz ine", "Perhaps God may have a deeper end thereto 
than men are mvare of. Vlho knows but what some of these schools may become 
(63) 
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nurseries for Christians?" 
In 1824 the American Sunday School Union was organized. This 
organization in 1830 began a systematic campaign to establish schools all 
over the Mississippi Va lley. Missionaries who went out received one dollar 
a day for every day of actual work. In two years seventy-eight miss ionaries 
had organized two thousand eight hundred and sixty-seven schools in this 
region . Until 1872 Sunday school missionaries were organizing school s in 
all parts of the countr y. Denominational Sunday school organizations de-
veloped slowly, growing out of the state organizations fostered by the 
Amer ican Sunday School Union. 
PERIOD 1872 to 1890 
A need for s ome unification of these Sunday schools was felt, and 
in 1872 a convention Council of Evangelical Denominations was formed, com-
posed of the official denominational leaders representing the Sunday school 
boards of the different Proteste.nt denominations. 
During the period from 1872 to 180 provision was made for an 
International Convention system providing for an International Convention 
onc e every three years, s tate conventions annually, and county and town-
ship conventions annua l ly or semi-annua lly. At the Convention of 1869 a 
o~~ittee was appoi nted to carry out the Uniform Lesson plan, and in 1872 
the first Regular Less on Co~nittee was appointed. These lessons have been 
educatioM.lly unso und bec ause t hey hav e not met the needs of the devel oping 
life of the pupil and because their limited scripture use has excluded 
value.ble extra-Biblical material. The introduction of temperance and 
mission study material was . recogn ized by 1890. 
In 1889 the World 1 s Sunday Sc hool Association began as a. World 1 s 
Sunday School Convention which was held in London; since 1910 it has und er -
taken the financ ing of missionaries in other lands. 
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PERIOD 1890 TO 1918 
Until 1890 there had been a grea t p opul ar movement in Bible 
study, but in the next twenty years the Sunday school declined and did not 
keep up with the new methods of general education . 
This third period in the Sunday school movement began to 
emphasize tea.cher training, graded instruction, and graded worship. In 
1908 the International Convent ion aut hor iz ed the Les on Committee t o issue 
outlines for Gre.ded as wel l as Uniform Les s ons . These ·were only adopted 
after a fierc e struggle . 
As a n outgrowth of the conviction t,hat relig ious education 
should be placed on a par with general education and that e. developing 
religious char acter should b e emphasized, the Religious Eduo a.t ion Associa-
tion was organ ized in February, 1903 . Thi s a s socia tior. is an id eal"open 
f orum" for the religious educator. It has furthered the development of t he 
religious educationa l work of Christian As s ocie.tions within the inst i tut i on 
e.nd has aided in the l a rger educ &.tional work of colleges and young people 1 s 
societies. 1Thile the or ganization exists fo r researc h work , it has 
s c arcely attempted to gather t he da t a from the denominational sources in 
any way . The assoc i a t i on is a non- denominnt i ona l a gency of re s e e.rch and 
publicity , whose s erv i ces are available for a ll organ izations . The offic i al 
I' th . t . . . 1 1 d II R J . • Ed . . II organ O.L e assoc J.a · J. on J.S a magaz J.ne ca_ e ,e .lg J. ous u.caL.J.On • 
At the Conventi on of t he Internati ona l Association in Tor onto i n 
1905 an Adult Class DepartJnent was organized . From the Adult Class Movement 
have deve loped the great men ' s Brotherhood s with their emphasis on service 
activit ies as well as i nstruction. The year 1911 marks the organization of 
the Sec ondary Division of the Sunday Schoo l and with it the organized class 
moveme nt. 
PERIOD 1918 TO PP~SE~IT 
At the Inter national Sunday Schoo l 1\.ssoc ia.tion convention in 
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Buffa.lo, Ne"''' York, in 1918, the program contained an outline of a system of 
religious schooJ.s supp l ementary to the publ ic school system. 11 YJeek-day and 
vacation schools", "community counci l s of religious educe.tion", "denomina-
tional supervision of church sc hools", and "a national system of religio1.1B 
schools" Yil'ere a part of the progrmn . As the Sunday School Council of 
Evangelical Denominati ons was planning to launch a new national program, a. 
clash between the two organizations was prevented by the work of a joint 
committee, through which the t wo were merged into The InternatioP..al Sunday 
Schoo l Council of ltelig ious Education. The title has later been shortened 
to The Council of Rel i g i ous Education . 
For a long t in:e the loc al church refused admission to the Sunday 
school, and even today there is a small perc e ntage of churches who have 
a ssumed responsibility for the organization and program of the church s ehool. 
The progressive church today has found it necessary to unify its program e.nd 
make it more comprehen s ive . The Church School is now carrying on a 1 rger 
program, embracing not only instruction and worship on Sunday, but week- day 
schools, vacation school s, recreational and devotional activities. :tvle.ny 
churches are employing a full time specialist to carry on their educs.tional 
work. These Directors of Religious Educat ion are growing more numerous 
every year . 
XIV. ORG.AJHZATIONS FOR YOUNG PEOPLE 
• 
A gree,t expa nding movement in the interests of boys and girls 
is indicated by the rap id succession of a large number of organize.tions 
which haye sprunp; up wi thin half a century. 
CHRISTIAN ASSOCIATIONS 
The Young Me n 1 s Christian Assoc iation was founded in 1845. In 
1866 the first Boys 1 De partment of the Association was established under 
W. H. Whipple at Salem, Massachusetts. This organization has been active 
in agitating in the int erest of boys and young men. 
The object of the New York Association was stated in its Con-
stitution in 1866 to b e : 11 The improvement of the spiritual, mental, social , 
and physical condition of young men. 11 1 This four-fold program has been 
carried out through specialized national and international departments. 
In the city work the physical educ a tion program proved to be 
the incentive to many. 11 The gymnasium rapid ly became the most popular 
agency of the city Associations , attracting to the buildings fifty percent 
II 2 
of the young men and boys seeking membership . 
While at fi r st al1 fourfold work ,,vas intended to be domine.ted 
by the religious purpose in the mind of the worker and leader, there was 
hesitation over sett i n g apart secretaries ·who would devote themselves en-
tirely to the Religious Work. In 1898 a fourfold program of Religious Work 
was instituted: (1) Bible Study; (2) aggressive religious meetings; (3) 
organ ized personal Chr i stian effort 11 in the sphere of the daily calling11 ; 
3 (4) work for young men in non-ChristiE',n lands. Many city Associe.t ions 
added secretaries set apart to specie.l re1igious ·work. The Men and Religion 
Movement of 1910 - 1911 was an outgrov~h of the work of this department. 
During this period there was a marked religious emphasis on the 
Bible and eva.ngelistic work in the Student Associations. Both city and 
1. Morse , Richard C., "My Life with Young Men", p. 67. 
2. Ibid. 
3. Ibid., pp. 272-273. 
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student movements made use of the Publication Department for the issuing 
of courses of Bible study and other liters.ture. 
The Student Stoomer Conferences began in 1886. At these Summer 
Conf'erences , conducted by the Association, students have been gathered 
from all over the land to discuss methods a nd to receive inspiration for 
Christian work . 
In 1888 11 The Student Volunteer r~ovement for Foreign Missions " 
was formed as an agency of three existing or ganizations .: The Young Men 1 s 
and the Young Women's Christian Associations and the Inter-Seminary 
Missionary Alliance of Theologica 1 students. This last organization was 
later me rged in the As sociation Student mo rement . The Student 1rl ork as 
compared with other As s ociation work is more predominantly religious and 
spiritual . 
The first of the City Young Women 1 s Christian Association 
Girls 1 li"ork was organized under Miss Bertha Van Viliet, Poughkeepsie, 
New· York, in 1886. 
The Young Women 1 s Christian Ass oc iation has carried on a pro -
gressive work suppleme nting other a gencies. It is a many-sided movement 
providing Bible classe s , mission study clas ses , educational classes, 
physical education, and socie.l opportunity f or girls . It conducts great 
summer confer ences in different parts of t he country. It carries on 
important work e.mong the e;irls in industry and the younger girls in High 
School, who are organi zed as Girl Reserves. 
CHRISTIAN E:NDEAVOR 
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On February 2 , 1881 Reverend Francis E. Clark formed the first 
Christian Endeavor soc i ety in the Williston Congregational Church, at 
Portland , Maine. He was actuated by the de sire to meet the needs of the 
young people in his oYm Church. The aim, as stated, was "to promote an 
earnest Christian life among the members, to increase their mutual acquaint-
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a.nce, and to make them more useful in the service of God 11 • The movement 
spread, and in 1885 a national union called the United Society of Christian 
Endeavor was formed. 
The organization includes a Seni or, Intermediate, and Junior 
Society . Active membership is based on signing the pledge, whi.ch holds up 
d'aily Bible reading and prayer , church attendance, Christian living, and 
loyalty to the society. The work of the society is carried out under the 
direction of Prayer Meeting , Lookout, Missionary, Social, Music , and other 
committees. Usually t he society meets for a. devotional service before the 
Sunday evening church service and holds a business meeting about once a 
month. This devotional service is in large measure a testimony meetir~, 
which the young people carry on themselves and is aimed to give supplemen-
tary tra ining to the Sunday school. Two movements within the organization 
are the Comrades of the Quiet Hour, who pledge fifteen m.inutes a day to 
prayer and Bible reading, and the Tenth Legion, whose members pledge to 
give one-tenth of their income to the work of the Lord. Through its 
Life-Ti ork Recruit organ ization many young people have been led to volunteer 
for full -time Christian work. 
The movement has spread to all countries, and Dr. Clark has given 
much of his time in the interests of the World 1 s Christian Endeavor Union, 
a fellowship of Christian Endeavorers all over the world. 
BROTHERHOOD OF ST . ANDREW. 
The Cadets of' the Brotherhood of' St . Andrew was organized by the 
Protestant Episcopal Church in 1889. In 1892 the name was changed to the 
Boys 1 Department of the Brotherhood of St. Andrew·, and in 1903 - 1904 it 
was renamed the Junior D8 pa.rtment of the Brotherhood of St . Andrew. It in-
cludes boys from twelve to twenty years of a ge and has both a junior and 
senior department. The two rules of the organization are daily prayer and 
service . The members a re to pray daily that Christ's Kingdom may be spread 
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among boys; they are to take some part in the work and wors hip of the church 
and to try each week to win other boys to the same standa rd. They do not 
aim to get other boys to join the organization, but to get other boys to the 
Sunday school, the Bible class and the church. Vifh i le boys are urged to be-
come members of other organ izations which include athletics and social recrea-
tion, so that they may get in touch with boys they might win for the church, 
still these features are eliminated from the orgs.nization itself. According 
to the Report prepared by the General Board of Religious Education of the 
Protestant Episcopal Church in 1916, some Chapters of the Brotherhood of 
St. Andrevr were operating with other societies in connection with the 
colleges and universities. 
THE KNIGHTS OF KING ARTHUR: 
The Knights of King Arthur is an interdenominational organization, 
founded by Byron W. Forbush in 1892. The organization centers around the 
legend of King Arthur and his court. The group always has an adult leader, 
who is Merlin; the members take the names of one of the Knights of the 
Round Table or of a modern hero. There are certa in degrees to be obtained 
in the organization: (1) that of a page, with watchfulness, obedience, and 
service as watchwords; (2) the degree of e squire with the ideals of purity, 
temperance, and reverence; (3) the de gree of knighthood, which in most 
organizations means churc h membership. Advance comes through merit and the 
acceptance of the standards of the degree. The organization's program in-
eludes these phases: personality; the idea of' chivalry; labor on the p a rt 
of members, centering i n handicraft; and outdoor recreation, as athletics , 
hikes, camps, etc. 
THE BOY SCOUTS OF AMERICA 
In 1910 the Boy Scouts of America was incorporated, although the 
movement had begun in England in 1907. It enlists more members than any 
other organization for boys and young men. 
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This organization is interdenomina.t iona.l and non-secte.ria.n. Its 
aim is to supplement existing organizations a.nd to help boys do things for 
themselves. The oath which all boys from twelve years on must take to be-
come scouts fo1lov;s: 
11 On my honor I wi 11 do my best: First, to 
do my duty to God and my country and to obey the 
scout law; to help other people at all times; to 
keep myself physically strong, mentally awake, 
and morally straight. 11 
Twelve scout laws center around the follovving virtues: A scout is trust-
worthy, loyal, helpful, friendly, courteous, kind , obedient, cheerful, 
thrifty, brave, clean, reverent. The claus e, 11 He is faithful to his religious 
duties", is included in the t·welfth law. 
The Scout work is founded on the 11 gang 11 as a unit. The voluntary 
observa.nce of the Scout Law and Oath by the Scout cryste.llizes the gang 
code of ethics. The boys are urged to adopt the Scout code as the gang 
code. Considerable emphasis is placed on team activities in the work of 
the troop. 
S h t 11 D G d T . 1 II "B II uc mo toes and slogans as o a oo urn Da~ y , e Prepared , 
11 A Scout is Trustworthy", a.nd "Once a Scout - Always a Scoutt~ are used, for 
they tend to unify for each individual the standards which he is accepting 
from the group. Trustworthiness is the heart of the Scouting movement. 
"One of the most widely accepted statements of the objectives of social 
1 
educati on in this count ry is the one prepared for the Boy Scouts of .Amer ica". 
There are three classes of scouts: the tenderfoot; the second-
class scout; and the first-class scout. The scouts in each class must pass 
certain tests of achievement. In the patrol is the scout master, or adult 
leader; the eight scouts, one of whom is t e patrol leader; and another 
assistant patrol leader . A troop consists of three or more patrols, and 
1. Voelker, Paul F., "The Function of Ide a ls and Attitudes in Soc ie.l 
Education", p. 8. 
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the adult may be Scout Master for the whole tro~p. The valuable features 
of the organization s eem to be the passing of certain tests and its teem 
work. 
THE GIRL scours 
Soon after the Boy Scout movement was founded by Sir Robert 
Baden-Powell in England, Mrs. Juliette Lowe, an American visitor in England, 
realized what the movement might mean to her own country, and with the 
cooperation of the Baden-Powells founded t he Girl Guides in America. The 
first patrols were enrolled in Savannah , Georgia, in March 1912 . In 1915 
the name was changed to Girl Scouts; in 1916, with National. Headquarters 
established in New York, the standards of a nation-wide organizati on wer e 
formulated. 
The organiz ation seeks to develop every side of the girl 1 s 
nature. Captains direct their games and v arious forms of tra ining and 
encourage team- work and fair - play. National c amps and training schools 
g ive instruction to the captains. 
The motto of the Girl Scouts is : 11 Be Prepared 11 • Its slogan 
is: 11 Do a Good Turn Da i ly". The members promise: 
To 
To 
To 
11 0n My Honor, I will try: 
do my duty to God and my Com1try . 
help ot her people at all t i mes. 
II 
obey the Scout Laws. 
The ten laws are expressed in t erms of the ideals of honor, 
loyalty, s ervi.ce, friendliness, courtesy , kindness to animals, obedience, 
cheerfulness, thrift, and purity of life. 
Th"'E CAMP FIRE GIRLS 
The Camp Fir e Girls' organizati on, which corresponds to the Boy 
Scout movement for boys, was founded in 1911. Each loc a l group of g irls is 
ca lled a camp fi re and has the following object: "To add t he beauty of 
organization and the charm of romame to work, health and ·play. 11 The symbol 
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is fire because it cleanses and purifies. "Viohelo" is the camp fir e watch -
word ta.ken from the first tv.ro letters of the words "work", "health", and 
11 love11 • The leader of the camp fire is t he guardian . There are three ranks 
of members: that of wood gatherer, fire maker, and torch bearer. 
'While all these organizations mark the interest and gro1·rth in 
young people ' s wor k, these last two do not have a. definite religious program. 
Although they have often been supp lemente.r y to the religi ous education organ-
ization of the Church, they have been cumbersome and do not fit in with the 
Church ' s program. 
XV. TEE YOUNG PEOPLE ' S DIVISION OF THE SUNDAY SCHOOL 
HISTORY OF YOUNG PEOPLE'S DIVISION OF TRE SUNDAY SCHOOL 
Until 1906, when the Intermediate Department of the Sunday School 
was organized, young; people had no place in the Sunday School, but were 
subject to the methods of adults. 'When the Adult Class was organized, wh · ch 
recognized an entrance of age of sixteen years, there · was a gap between the 
Elementary grades and the Adult Class organ i zation. In 1906 the Internation-
al Sunday School Association appointed an Intermediate Committee under the 
leadership of Frank L. Brown , and the result was t he Intermediate Department. 
Mr. Bro•m in his report of the Intermediate Department in 1908 says: 
"The work on grades belo'" and above the Intermediate has been 
highly developed ..•• This department has earned for itself in 
the _past the t itle, ' The department with a hole in it 1 , and 
through that hole the bright b oys and gir ls of this period have 
been dropping in multitudes." 1 
As it was evident the Adult Clas s was not interesting boys and 
girls in the "upper teen s 11 from sixteen to -~-·.renty-one years of age, the 
Execut ive Committee of the International Sunday School Association in 1910 
created the Senior Depar tment and provided ~ or the amalga~~tion of the Inter -
mediate Department and t he new Senior Department into a new division kno\"m 
as the Advanced Division. In 1911 the Secondary Di vison was organized, and 
from 1912 to 1924 Mr. John L. Alexander has been employed as its superin-
tendent . 
From that time the interest in young people 1 s work increased . The 
denominational Sunday School board s began to name their adolescent special-
ists by 1915 . State as s oc ia.t i ons employed Young People 1 s Superintendents, 
and in 1922 there were twenty-eight salaried Young People 1 s Superintendents 
of the Sunday School Associations. 
Separate departments f or :mrship services were being advocated in 
1912 - 14 . Reports in 1918 - 1922 sho-v;ed approximately 1200 separate 
departments. 20, 759 Older Boys and Older Girls and 37, 038 Young People 
1. Official Report, Twelfth Int. S . S. Comrention , pp. 254-255 . 
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attended the Woung People's Sunday School Conferences in 1921 . There were 
550 conferences and 7,255 churches represented during this year. During 
this same year there were 327 
with a delegate membership of 
Young People's 
1 7,236. 
Inter_sunday School Councils 
Beginning with 1914, Older Boys' and Older Girls' Camp Confer-
ences have been held in the summer. The International Association conducts 
three of these camps: ConSerence Point on Lake Geneva , li isconsin ; Geneva 
Point on Lake Winnipesaukee, New Henp shire; and Geneva Glen, Colorado . The 
object of these camps has been the discovery, training, and placing of 
leaders in the field of religious education. Through the camp hundreds of 
boys and girls have been inspired to prepe.re for Christian service . Many 
have become Sts.te Young People 1 s Superintendents, ministers, directors of 
religious education, and missiona ries. The Adult Training Schools at these 
places have been well a ttended by young people 1 s leaders a nd teachers . This 
work has been supplemented by hundr eds of Leaders ' and Teachers 1 Institutes 
all over the country . 
Father and Son Week and Mother and Daughter Week are two worth-
while annual features projected by both the Christian As sociations and the 
Sunday School. 
The e.do lesce n;t. e.ge is the time when the ls.rge majority of young 
people in the church make a definite Christian decision. In a study covering 
six thousand one hundred and ninety-four persons from typical churches of 
five of the larger Prot estant denominations, one half of the church acces-
sions were found to take pl9.ce between eleven years and twenty- one years of 
age . Because Christian education has supplemented the work of evangelism 
in the last twenty-five years the aee of j oining the church has been pushed 
back from sixteen and four - tenths years to thirteen years . A distinct drop 
1 . Organized S .S. Wor k in North Amer ica 1918 - 192211 , pp . 339- 340. 
in the attende.nce and conversion curve is s een at the age of fourteen 
1 
years. 
CHURCH ORGANIZATION FOR YOillm PEOPLE 
In some churches . there is the Young People 1 s Superintendent or 
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Director who supervises the entire scope of young people 1 s work in the church. 
The three age groups are cal led boys 1 and girls 1 department (12 - 14), older 
boys 1 and girls 1 department (15 - 17), and young men 1 s and women 1 s depart-
ment (18 - 24). 11 Intermediate" arrl "senior " a r e t erms still in use for the 
first bw departments. Within the depart ment ~he class reaches the individu-
al in the small group, the teacher of whic h is resnonsible to the department 
super intendent. 
The progr am of instructi on, wor ship , devotion, expression, and 
fellowship makes neces sary a unificat ion of young peopl e 1 s agencies in the 
church and an elimination of allied agencie s that ar e not carrying out the 
program of the church in giving spiritual i nstruction . Better and more ef -
fective work has been a ccomp lis hed for the young people of tho se churches 
whic h have unified all the work for adolescents under one organ ization . Under 
this integrated ple.n there is economy of l e adership, more effective work ac-
complished, and a c e nte r i ng of loyalt ies in the loc a 1 church fr om ·which the 
entire support of the yotmg people 1 s progr am comes . 
1\.nother t ype of organization existing in churches is based on 
the theory of "allocat i on of' functi on". 2 Under this plan all the work for 
young people is divided into defin ite part s and assigned to the various or-
ganizations exis ti ng for young peop le in the church. Representatives from 
every gr oup have a plac e on a board or "counci l" which has control over all 
t he adolescent activit i es in the·church. Because of the mul t.ipJe organizations 
there is often ineffic i ency in le aders hip , and only a few young p30ple get the all-rourrl 
1 . Athearn, ·walterS., "Character Building in a Democrac y" , PP • 131- 133. 
2. Mayer, H. C. , 11 The Church's Progr am fo r Young People", p . 86. 
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religious tra.ir.ing >thich can only be had by joining all the organizations. 
1ifORK OF ORGANIZED CLASS AND DEPiiRTMENT 
The education l program for young people he.s the three elements 
of inst1•uction, expressional activity, and graded worship fo:r- each depart -
ment. In this educational program the clase is the basic unit, carrying 
on a program of instruct ion, express ion , devotion, and fellowship. Through 
its class officers and s hort - term committees it furnishes intensive tra ining 
to the individuals of the class. To complete the teaching process the im-
pression on Sunday has been supplemented by the expressional activities 
through the week. The t eacher guides the group, comes to know the individu-
als of his class , and l e ads the members out so that their training in leader-
ship may be most effective . 
The class is responsible for the instruction in the Bible, 
Christian living, and all supplementary material. Curriculum materials in 
use are: the Uniform or Graded Uniform or Improved Uniform Lessons, the 
Closely Graded System, both outlined by the International Lesson Committee ; 
Independent Graded Systems , put out by certain churches and publishers; 
Departmental or Group Graded Ser5.es; Missionary Education Studies; a nd 
Special Courses of Study , used as substitutes or electives. 
The department is the larger unit, ·which is responsible for wor-
ship , expression, and devotional life. It provides for the worship program, 
bridges the gap between the class unit and the church, develops a comnon 
spirit among the young people of the department, enlists them in the service 
of the church, and brings them into contact with community and cooperative 
movements. Graded departmental worship has given young people instruction 
1 d • 1 t • th II • • II • t' in worship in many schoo s an J.S s upp emen J.ng e openJ.ng exerc J.ses WJ. .r1 
a real wor~hip service. 
Training is carried still farther by the department when young 
people serve as officers in the department after their preparation for this 
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responsibility through the vrork of the organized class. All the officers 
i n the department are the young people themselves with the except ion of 
the Advisory Superintendent who is an adult. Conwittees of young people 
which carry on the various phases of the depa.rtment program are : the Depart -
ment Life Committee, the Church Lif'e Committee, and the Conu-nunity Life 
Committee. 
It must be remembered that thi:: program is being carr ied out very 
imperfectly by many schools and also that a large majority of Protestant 
young people are untouched by the religious education agencies of the church . 
" Of the 42,000, 000 children and youth in the United States 
under twenty-five years of age who e.re Protestant or nomina. l1y 
Protestant, 27,000,000 are unreached by the educ ational program 
of any church ; and 15,000,000 are enrolled in Sunday schools. 
These fif"teen million pupils are distributed among thousand s of 
schools . Forty-three and five-tenths percent of the schools 
have an enrollment of less than 100 pupils ; 72.5 percent have an 
enrollment of less than 200 pupils; 65.4 percent of the schools 
have an average at t endance of fewer than 200 pupils". 1 
INTER -SUNDAY SCHOOL COUNCIL 
"The Inter -Sunday School Council is a. ooopere.tive community move-
ment among young people (ages 16 - 24) 
S h 1 f . 1 l 't 11 2 unday sc oo~s o a. g~ven oc e. ~ y . 
of the organized clas ses of the 
There are five t;ypes of Councils 
from the community point of view: (1) Neighborhood , ( 2 ) District or Tmrn-
ship , (3) City, (4) County , (5) St ate . The organization aims to be inter-
l ocking in the interests of a. common program when more than one of these 
Councils exists in a. given localit y . From the standpoint of personnel, the 
i'our Councils which work together as one are: ( 1) Boys 1 , (2) Girls 1 , 
(3) Men ' s, (4) Women ' s. 
11 The purpose of the Councils has been given in a. four-fold 
statement : 
(1) To develop and maintain a high standard of Young People ' 
·work in all Sunday schools within the Council area. . 
1. Athearn, W. S . , Cha racter Building in a. Democracy" , p. 77 
2. "Orga nized S . S. Work in North Americ a. , 1918 - 1922 
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(2) To promote fourfold (phys ic a.l , social, mental , and 
religious) inter -Sunday school activities among the young 
people (age s 12 - 24) of the Sunday schools in the community 
Sunday school work. 
(3) To discover and develop leaders among young people 
for local and organized community Sunday school work. 
(4) To unite the young people of the Sunday schools of a 
community in a def inite and cons truct ive program of Christian 
service and communi ty betterment. 11 1 
THE YOUNG PEOPLE 1 S CONFERENCE 
The Young People ' s Conference as developed in some of the states 
consists of at least three sess ions, ru1d may be one, t wo , or three days in 
length. Delegates to t hese conferences are within the age limi t of 16 to 
21 or 24; a limited number of adults are allowed to attend. In these con-
ferences an older boys ' and an older girls ' conference meet together) 
officers are elected by each section, and these officers automat ically be-
come the officers of the whole conference. The two groups meet together for 
considering subjects pertain ing to both, but hold separate sess i ons for the 
~ork related to each group . Adult leaders, as State, County, City , and 
Dist rict young people ' s superintendents, stabil ize and guide the conferences 
to some extent, but the whole conference is in the hands of the young people. 
2 11The content of the program consists of: 
1. Addresses: technical and inspirational 
2 . Demonstrations 
3. Disc ussion periods 
4. Expressional -fourfold life activities 
5. Forward Step session " 
Because the adult s usually only furnish the address es and are not 
e.llowed to take part i n the discussion, there is f'reedom in p a rticipation 
on the part of the young people, who would never express thems elves if the 
adults were in control. The promotion work of the conferences i s carr ied 
out by a. number of sub-committees of young people which fnrnish experience 
in many ways as valuable as the conference itself. 
<J~ 
1. Organized Sunday School vYork in North .America11 , p. 353 . 
2 . Ibid., p. 355. "· 
• 
Through these conf erences a spirit of' Christian brotherhood is 
d eve l oped a~ong the young people of·the conmunity who cooperate in the 
undertaking. Noticeable results are: the improvement of Sunday school 
work and organization, the discovery and tra. ining of leaders, incre~. sed 
loya lty to the church, forv1ard steps in Christian living, decision for l i fe 
service, and the emphas i s of youth 1 s place in the pr(lgre.m of Jesus. 
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• 
XVI. arHER MOVEMENTS 
• 
RELIGIOUS EDUCATION IN COLLEGES 
The church colleges and seminaries have had a high pla.ce in ad -
vancing Christian education, for the great majority of ministers receiving 
a college education have been trained in them . They have also contributed 
the great majority of Christian missionaries and a large proportion of wel-
f a re workers in allied agencies . 
"While the denominational colleges have furnished practically all 
the necessary courses to train secular teachers for the nation , they have 
not been responsive to the need of the churches for teachers trained in 
re ligious education. Their contribution has been more tl~ough related 
courses, activities, and Christian atmosphere rather than through any defin-
ite acceptance of responsibility in regard to offering the courses needed 
for future Christian leadership. The mnnber of denominational institutions 
which have installed Bible che.irs has increased since 1900, until the ma jori-
ty of colleges today offer accredited courses in Bible, and practical ly all 
will accept limited entrance credits in Bible. Denominational colleges 
have been hampered in establishing Biblical ·and religious educational courses 
through le,ck of funds. 
In connection with state universities s everal plans have been tried 
o1t for giving religious instruction, although it has usually been on a v ery 
SI!l.a ll scale. The local church has done something through preaching, classes 
for col1ege men and ;romen, a strong young people ' s devotional meeting, and 
occas ione.l socia ls for univer:::ity students. Another plan has been t he teach-
ing of Biblica.l literature and his tory in the departments of English, 
Semitics, or Greek,and the introduction of some religious materials in such 
departments as Ethics, Sociology, and Philosophy -- usually very l~mited . 
A third plan, which has been successful at the University of Mis souri e.nd 
is be i ng undert aken a t the Univers ity of Wisconsin, i s to have a union 
co_lege of religion supported by several denominations on the cn.mpus , with 
(84) 
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which the state univers it.y c ooperates and av;ard s credits for courses taken. 
A fourth plan is to develop a denomi r_a.tiona.l college ad j acent to aYlcl 
affiliated with the state univers ity. w·esley College , established in 1899, 
has continued thi s work in connection with the -Univer sity of North Dakota. 
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The ·wesley Foundation i n connection with the Univers i ty of I llinois 
has combined the fir st and fourth plans. A staff of t hree men g i ve full 
time to the work; courses in Bible and religious educ a t i on are taught, ·• ich 
a r e accredited by the Univer s ity . " group of nei'J' build ings i nclud ing a 
churc:h, socinl center , library, and dormitories for men and ...-;omen are part 
of the er1u ipment . 
The College Y.M. C. A. and Y.W.C.A. hold great surr~r ccnf(:~'<-;:J.C0 l:: 
;:.::nu,J.l~::r. •hi ch have led students t o volunteer for lif e s er vice and ·hich 
inspire the member s fo r Christian activ itie s in their s chools during the 
comine; school year. Their practice of volunteer Bible study classes and dis-
cus3 i on groups has set students thinki ng and r a ised the i r i deals, although 
the study in many c ases has been very superf ici~l. 
Within the l a st few years some uni versi t ies have begun to offer 
graduate degree s in r e ligious education. Columbia Universit.;sr, t he University 
of Ch i cago, a.nd Yale Coller:;e Yl'er e t he institutions in 191 5 offering the 
degree of Doctor of Philosoph y with a major in r e ligious education. Teachers 
College , Co l tmbia, ha s given advanced degrees with a major in religious 
education since 1911. Nort!nvestern TJniversi ty secured a number of leaders 
i n a Departme nt of Religious Educe.tion i n 1 919, inc l ud i ng Norman E. Rich:u· d -
son and Ge or ge Herbert Betts. 
A chai r of Relie;ious Educ ation ','las established in t he Theol oe;ica.l 
School of Boston Univers ity in 1911. Un er Norman E . Richardson the depart-
ment was enlarged in 1916 , and forty-eight semes t e r hours i n re ligious 
education were offered. Th is enlarged department was organized in _919 as 
the School of Heligious Educat ion under Walt..er Sc ott Athe~\rn . Courses 
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dealing Y ith adolescents were among the first offered, and in 1920 arrs.ng;e-
ments uere made to establish a department of Young People ' s work . Since 
that ti. e Herbert Carleton Mayer has been Professor of Young People 1 s ..,·;ork 
in that department. 
WEEK- DAY CHURCH SCHOOlS 
Some of the causes which have be en responsible f or the origin and 
de;relopment of the week-day church schools are : the limitation of the pub-
lic schools as democratic institutions in giving relie;ious instruction, the 
new interest in education and relig ious education, the daily vacation church 
school, and the inB.deq uacy of the Sunday school program of the Protestant 
Church . In the Sunday school BiblicA.l :naterial has been sad l y reduce.:, great 
sources of extra-Biblical material have been scarcely touched, and it has 
been impossible to do muc h with the >·<hole field of express ional activity. 
1\lben using the term "week-day religious education" there should 
be excluded the daily vacation church school, the parochial school, the 
teachers 1 training school, and Bible study for credit in the high school 
whic h is usually given as history and literature. 
The movement has not been limited to the twentietp century, for 
many churches through t he centuries have striven to provide for r ·eligious 
instruction through the .'ve ek. The early Christian Church maintained its 
catechetical schools, and later the c athedral schools. The Rom~n Catholic 
and Lutheran Churches have me.intained parochial schools. Early Protestantism 
established its element ary schools ·w·ith emphasis on the teaching or religion 
in Scotland, Holland, a nd -~erica. 
The present movement dates from the first daily vacation church 
school in 1901, while t he first trial of week-day religious education was 
made in Gary, Indiana, in 1913. Often the daily vacation church school 1 as 
l ed in a direct uay to the week-day church school. Beginning with a t wo 
weeks vacation church school, it has increased to six weeks and led to twenty 
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f our or thirty-six weeks of instruction thr ough the week- day churc h sc h ool. 
Thh·ty-three states and trte District of Columbia have established we e k -da y 
church schools. Some s t ates have only a few, and others have an i ncr e EJ.S i ng 
number . Ohio leads the other states, having sixt y schools reported a nd a 
1 
l a rger nmnber of pupils than a~J other state. 
The three pioneers which have made notable contri"t:mt ions to the 
movement are Gary, Indiana, 1913; Van ·wert, Ohio, 1918; Batavia. , Illinois , 
1919. Before the Ga ry experiment in 1913, Indiana had already worked o ut a 
plan b y ·which high school students mi ght receive credit for Bible study t ake n 
i n other places. For five years the schools were on denominational lines, 
but in 1918 fbre Protestant denominations united to form a community system 
of week-day schools. In 1921 eie;ht denominations were cooperating in the 
cormnunity schools. The interdenominational plan has taken i n a ll of the 
denominat ions with the exception of the Episcopal. 
A number of plans have been carried out in gi1ring this week- day 
religious instruction. Classes usually meet on regular school days, during 
or outside the regular sc.:hool hours. It is customary f or the public school 
a uthorit ies to excuse the pupils for one or tw·o hours a week for religious 
instruct ion on the Yl!'itten request of parents or guardians. The sd1ool is 
he ld in the public school buildings, churches, parish hou ses , settlement or 
c ommunity houses, hall s , and other buildine;s. 
In some cases the schools are organized on denominational line s , 
each denomination provi ding f or its owh pupils ; in other cases they are 
interdenominational schools. Often the denominational schools have some 
degree of cooperation i n matter of time schedule, course of study, super-
v ision, and report s to public school authorities. The classe8 are t aue;ht by 
public school teachers , pastors, directors of religious education , dea c one sses, 
1 . Lot z, Philip H., " Current Week-Day Re ligious Educa tion", p . 24. 
expert te:.:tchers in religious educat i on, Sunday school teache rs, or other 
volunteer teachers. I n s ooe schoo ls there is cooperation and supervision 
by public school author ities , and in others this i s lacking. Several of 
the larger denominat ions have appointed directors or supervisors w·ho are 
giving full t ime to these schools . 
"Only 35 out of a. total of 109 week-day church schools orovide 
classes for high school pupils. Fourteen schools provide no classes above 
II 1 
first year high school. Of the 18 ,161 pupils enr olled in 80 week- day 
1 
church schools, less than 3 percent are in the high-school gr ades . 
This · is partly bec ause only a. little over a third of the 
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schools provide classes for high s chool pupi ls. But where c lasses are pro-
vided for h i gh sc hool pupils the enrollment is sma.J.l. Teacher s and directors 
f i nd the problem of discipline, instruct i on , and expressional activity more 
difficult in the high school grades than the elementary grades. Then a. 
number of teachers and supervisors have believed it better to begin with t he 
l ower grades and gradual ly extend the work to the higher grades by adding 
a. grade a year. 
Other reas ons whic h have entered into the smaller high school 
classes even i'.rhere they are proYided by the schools are: (1 ) fewer pupils 
attend high school than go to element'lry school ; (2) the h i gh school pupil 
has a mor e exacting program a..YJ.d ha s come to the point where credits b ee;in 
to count ; (3) he fear s failure in high schoo l work if he enrolls in week-
day classes, for the whole educat ional experience is new to the freshmB-n 
a n d he feels he cannot enroll in an additional class ; (4 ) the work is 
genera lly not on a. par educationally with high school subjects g iven in the 
public s chools. 
AMERICJLTIJ YOUTH FOUNDATION 
The American Youth Foundation was established in 1924 with 
1 . Lotz, Philip H., "Current Wee k- Day Religiou s Educ ation11 , p. 157 
John L. Alexander as its director. It is an independent, non-of'f'icial 
organization working with youth s.nd in its interests. The Constitution 
and Articles of Incorporation st l'l.te: 
"The purposes of this Foundation shall be the discovery and 
training of young people for Christian leadership, scientific 
research and experimentat ion in the field of adolescence, the 
creation of special literature in the field of Christian 
training, the assistance of Youth through personal contacts 
and student aid, educational and religious service to individu-
als and organizations and to promote the well-being of Youth 
· throughout the world." 
The camps held by the Foundation offer a fourteen day curriculum 
based on four summers ' work. The bas is of the camp activity is unique in 
affording personal contacts with leaders, evaluations, self-discovery, 
recognitions, socialization, religious motivation, and follow-ups. This 
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organization stands for transforming the ><hole of living into 'Christian ser-
vice. "Be your ovm best self all the time 11 in th~ " Jesus Way11 has been a 
, 1 
s .~.ogan. It seeks to identify the whole personality with Christian service . 
The curriculum may be grouped under four great heads: Christian 
Ideals, Personal Foundations, Personal Enrichment, and Training Act ivity in 
Leadership. Christian Ideals includes these courses : The Life of Jesus, 
The Early Christian Church, The Old Testament, The New Testament. The 
courses grouped under Personal Foundations are: Four-Fold Development , 
Christian Beliefs, Christian Ethics and Attitudes, The Voca.tion of Living. 
The Personal Enrichment group includes: Aquatics and Playgrotmd, Per sonal 
Yiorship and the Devotional Life, Outdoorscraft, -1, Outdoorsc raft - 2, Christian 
Literature and Art. Under Leadership Act ivity on which special emphasis is 
laid the following courses are given: The Church Department, The Youn~ 
People 1 s Com.munity Council, The Church 1 s Young People 1 s Program, Athlet ic 
Coaching, The Modern Church, The Community Young People ' s Program, Leader-
ship Principles. Trained leaders of high educational stand ing are the 
teacher s in these courses. 
1. Americ a n Yout1i Foundation Bulletin, 1925 . 
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This organiz~tion exists for the discovery and trai~ing of per-
sonality in young people. It holds that Christian service is a whole time 
vocation carried on in any place in life rather than a voluntary, spare-
time service . The program which the American Youth Foundation offers in the 
preparation of leaders for the Church 1 s future work is most unigue and 
forward-looking. 
SUMNLARY 
Beginning this survey with the Jevnsh education at the tnne of 
Christ, we see that the thorough r elig ious instruction of the Hebre"l'l people 
given in the home and synagogue schools has helped them maintain t heir homo-
geneous character . Jesus used the teaching method in his work. Borrcming 
the idea of instruction from the Jews , early Christianity instructed its 
children and new converts in catechetical schools. In the cities cathedral 
schools grew up in connection vlith the church or cathedral; in these the 
future clergy were trained. 
The forty-eighth Rule of the Benedictine Order providing for two 
hours of reading a day led to the preservation of learning during the Dark 
Ages and to the monastic schools, where in time instruction was not only 
given to those intending to t ake the vows, the "oblati", but to the "externi 11 , 
who did not intend to enter the monastic order. Girls of the higher class i n 
the Germanic lands received instruction in convents . 
Charlemagne, coming to the Frankish throne in 768, realized the 
ignorance of his nobles and clergy and the lack of unity in his land . 
Through the work of Alcilin whom he called from the School of York in England, 
education was revived in ·::.he Palace School, the cathedrals, monasteries, and 
villages. Alfred the Great (871- 901?) in England supported a large palace 
school . Because of the devastation of his land by the Danes, he had to seek 
scholars abroad, but succeeded in reviving many of the old monasteries and 
encouraged instruction throughout his realm. 
During the Scholastic movement the doctrines of the Church were 
organized into dogmatic form. Aristotle ' s works were introduced , and stu-
dents were trained to debate and support theological doctrines in the most 
systematic fashion. 
The education of Chivalry, reaching its height in the tYtelfth 
century, was the first education to prepare for life in this world as well 
(92) 
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as the next; although its ideals were seldom lived up to, they were high 
for the age. As the ecclesiastical schools did not meet the needs of the 
guilds, they established their ovm schools; these with the chantry schools 
later became absorbed into the burgher schools, where there was an increased 
emphasis on practical traini ng . Growing out of the advanced instruction of 
the monastery and cathedral schools, the universities attracted students from 
all over Europe. Theology ·was considered the most import~"lt of all the 
subjects taught in these centers. The un i versities 100. to the break between 
Church and State in the matter of education and furnished trained men who 
became leaders in the Renaissance. 
Instead of leading to personal development as in Italy, the 
Rene.issance in the northern countries led to the improvement of society and 
a renewed study of the Bible. The formal classical training in Ge~nany de -
veloped the gymnasium, which 'vas the mode l for the secondary schools of 
Europe. St . Paul ' s School in England combined a study of the classics and 
religion and became the model of the grammar schools • 
.After Luther 1 s revolt f rom the authority of the Catholic Church, 
he devoted his time to educational reforms . His ideas w·ere carried out by 
Melancthon in the v ernacular schools, secondary schools, and universities . 
Calvin ' s educat ional theory that a l l persons should be able to read the Bible 
e.s a means to personal salvation profoundly influenced many European countries 
and America . The Jesuit schools sought to counteract the Protestant teaching 
by a more thorough training than any yet attempted. Religion and theology 
became dominant in both Catholic and Protestant schools, v•hile even Protes-
tant education lapsed into formalism. 
The early American schools ymre the offspring of European institu-
tions , and modifications did not become evident until the middle of the 
eighteenth century . The religious motive was dominant in early American 
education, the principal studies being "The New England Primer" and the 
'Westminster Catechism. The grammar school and the academy with its more 
practical training were both tra nsplanted from England . After the fight 
was \-.on for the public schools, Protestantism has stood by the schools of 
the state and supported them. 
Begin..YJ.ing with the work of Robert Raikes among the poor chi l dren 
of Gloucester, Eng land, in 1780, the Sunday Sch ool movement has developed 
until now many churches are carrying on a great program of graded worship 
and instruction , with express i onal activities, including a unification of 
allied agencies, and a projection of sup~ lementary religious week-day and 
vacation church schools . 
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The wave of interest in young people 1 s work wit hin the past fift~r 
years is marked by the rapid succession of many organizat ions for young 
people, of which some of the mor e important are: the Christian As sociations, 
Christian Endeavor , the Brotherhood of St . Andrew, the Knights of King Arthur, 
t h e Boy Scouts of America , and the Camp Fire Girls . 
Since the Secondary Division of the Sunday School w·as organized 
in 1912, there has been a steady development of young people 1 s work in the 
chur0h . A unified organization of all the agencies doing you ng people ' s 
work in the church has come to be recognized as doing more effective >•ork 
than ma.ny agencies working separa tely controlled by a 11 council" . 'rhe y oung 
p eople ' s organized clas s and department carry on a.n i ntensive educational 
progra;n of instruction, express i ona.l activity , and graded worship. The 
I nter- Sunda y School Council , Young People 1 s Conferences, a nd Older Boys 1 and 
Olde r Girls ' Summer Camp Conferences are carrying out a. larger progr am f or 
yo ng people . 
An increasing interest in religious education is indicated by 
recent moveme nts . TheY. M. C. A. and Y. W. C. A. have held volmteer 
Bibl e s t udy cle.ss es a nd discuss ion groups and conducted great summer - tudent 
confe rences . In recent times the co lleges and universit i es have prov ided 
limit.ed cours es in Bible and religious education. Gr&.duate Departme nts of 
Religious Educe.tion he:ve been established in seYera.J. universities, and 
Boston University has he.d a. department of :Youne; People ' s Wor _· since 1920 . 
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A rapid development of wee~:-day church schools has sur::plementec in some 
places the inadequat e instruetion of the Sunday school. The Amer i ca.n YO'i .. lth 
Foundation, established in the interests of youth in 1924, is an independent 
orga :ization vith a progresdve program for the development of personality 
and tra ining of leadership among young people. 
• 
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